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COLUMBIA COLLEGE CHICAGO

With the aroma of Thanksgiving just around the corner,
have you planned your family dinner yet? This holiday
leave the cooking to us. We're featuring complete oven-ready
gourmet meals prepared by our very own chefs. Our mouthwatering, all-natural roasted turkey basted in herb butter will
leave your family craving for leftovers. Best of all, our turkeys
are fresh and never frozen.
And for those who prefer a meatless gathering we feature a
delicious Vegan Dinner package complete with all the trimmings.
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the story so far
A while back, I was on a Michigan Avenue bus
reading the New Yorker , when I came across an
article on Genndy Tartakovsky, the creator of
Samurai Jack and Dexter's Laboratory. They are
part of a whole new generation of cartoons that
are just twisted enough to work for child ren and
adults. Between Samurai Jack , Dexter's Lab, the
Power Puff Girls, and all the related merchandising, Genndy Tartakovsky has made his presence
felt in my house .
I made it half way through before Tartakovsky
reveals that he went to Columbia College in the
early 1990s. I was so caught off guard by th is revelat ion , t hat I inadvertently proclaimed Jesus
Christ to have a peculiar middle name to the surprise of 15 people at the back of the bus.
It seemed ludicrous. Here we were making assignments for t he second issue of Gravity. We 'd been
beating the bushes for story ideas for months. Identified some real heavyweights-Andy Dick, Andy
Richter, Nick Charles, Jim Williams, Yan Geling, George Till man, Bob Teitel , Janusz Kaminski ,
Common , Mary Mitchell, John Kass, Isabelle Hoffman and a slew of other people who are giants in
their fields. There was Reggie Benjamin having the No. 1 song in India and Brazil simultaneously.
There were major national exhibitions and performances , Guggenheim winners, six-figure book and
movie deals signed , new radio and TV programs announced; we had cover stories mapped out for
the next five years. And out pops this New Yo rker feature .
Not that I'm complaining-magazine editors want t hese sorts of problems. When we began to develop the magazine last year, the premise was to use the collective experiences of the college community as a backdrop for exploring the challenges and opportunities of being a creative professional in
America. It seemed a logical premise given that most of the college 's alumn i, faculty and staff are
wo rking professionals in the arts and communication fields. And if Gravity had legs beyond
Columbia , more power.
Sounds simple enough. We sent writers out to see what was lurking in the bushes . They came back
a week later with something resembling Spin or Premiere magazine. We had real scoops on new
films , recordings , books and exhibitions, multi-mill ion dollar real estate deals , and other stuff with
real titillation. We also had incredible classes , groundbreaking research and presenting arts organizations that were among the best in the nation. There was also the South Loop campus and
Columbia community identity to explore .
The story is so good, in fact, that it is possible to report exclusively on the Columbia universe and
create a magazine that can interest almost anyone , as long it doesn 't come off as promotional fluff.
Why do we want to get this story out? We want alumni to feel pride and ownership in the college . We
want prospective students and parents to see that ou r alumni are successful professionally and in
life. We want all of Chicago to appreciate the profound role we play in the cultural and educational
life of the city. We want the business community and elected officials to understand that Columbia
College anchors Chicago's South Loop revitalization. We want the world to know that we are the
best, and we are open admissions.
Gravity is the magazine of the Columbia College universe. Our mission is to captu re the extraord i-

nary, out of the ordinary, and down right interesting in our community and make it accessible to all
who are interested.
NORMAN ALEXANDROFF

contributors
Monty Colvin has illustrated
numerous rock album covers and

his ongoing comic strip Gas Fist
appears regularly in HM magazine.
He received a degree in painting
and drawing from Southwest
Missouri State. From 1989 to
2000, Monty was the bass player
and leader of the band, Galactic
Cowboys. The group released six
records and toured the universe.
Monty's solo project, Crunchy, is
available on SAR Records. You
can check more of his art out at
www. montycolvin .com.
Nikki Turec is the Twin Cities
editor for AOL Local, where she
writes about entertainment in
the city. She has written for
Playboy.com, CitySearch, Chicago
Social and Metromix.com.
Nikki Waller is a Chicago writer.
She likes hot dogs, semicolons,
libraries , and Schlitz. One day,
when she has the time, she will
walk the length of State Street.
Her work has appeared in the
Chicago Tribune, the Chicago
Reader and at Metromix.com.

Joe Jarvis studies Fiction Writing
in the graduate department at
Columbia College Chicago and

works as Listings Editor at
Newcity magazine. He moved to
Chicago to escape Athens, Ohio,
where he earned a Bachelor's in
Philosophy at Ohio University. He
is somewhat disappointed to find
there are frat boys everywhere.
Taryn Rejholec is a masters

student in journalism at Columbia
College Chicago. She participated
in the Fiction Department's
Writer's Workshop Study Abroad
program in Prague for five weeks,
taking Contemporary European
Writers and a writing workshop
class on dreams. "I found it very
inspiring to be in Prague," says
Taryn, who writes about the summer floods in Czechoslovakia in
this issue. "It opened my outlook
of how other people live."
Andrea De Fotis is a freelance
journalist and radio producer. Her
work has aired on the CBS radio
network, National Public Radio
and WBEZ Radio. Her three-part
radio documentary on the history of
public housing in Chicago earned
the 2002 Illinois Associated Press
Award for Best Documentary.

Margaret Wappler has been keeping journals since the ripe age of
six. Sample line: "Lee is a meany
poohead." Her writing, which
she hopes has matured a bit over

the years, has appeared in such
portals of ephemera as Newcity,
Venus Zine, In These Times and
Nylon. She's currently residing
in the freakishly non-Midwestern
area of Hollywood , California ,
where she has yet to run into a
celebrity worth his salt.
Carl Kozlowski has spent the
past six years placing himself in

dangerous situations for readers'
enjoyment. Whether joining the
Guardian Angels, dressing as an
inflatable dinosaur to whore
himself for corporate America,
or putting on a prison uniform to
serve 10,000 inmates their afterdinner Jello, he has convinced the
editors of the Chicago Tribune,
Newcity, Chicago Reader, P.O. V.
and now Gravity to pay him for his
brutally stupid sense of curiosity.
He is also the co-author (with Tim
Joyce) of Life: The Final Frontier
(Andrews McMeel), a parody of
self-help guides and implores
you to buy a copy if you dig his
story here.

Congratulations to Gravity
Managing Editor Sam Weller on
signing a six-figure book deal with
William Morrow for the authorized
biography of Ray Bradbury.
Jonathan Mahalak is a
contributing writer at Nylon,
an editor at the progressive

entertainment magazine Venus
and a film critic for the Chicago
alt-weekly Newcity. He enjoys
motorcycling, Alice Cooper, and
girls who drink whiskey.
Ray Pride is Newcity's longtime
movies editor. He writes about film
for other publications, including
Filmmaker and Cinema Scope.
His short play, Dream of Drown,
debuted at Collaboraction
Theatre's Summer Sketchbook. He
is also a filmmaker, with two new
shorts making the festival circuit.
Kate Zambreno has been a
Newcity contributing writer and

stage reviewer for the past two
years. Formerly on staff at Channel
11's print vehicle CityTalk, she has
freelanced for various Chicago
publications, including the Chicago
Tribune. She has a masters
degree from the University of
Chicago, and teaches humanities
at the College of DuPage .

High Anxiety
BY KATE ZAMBRENO

A Columbia faculty member ignites a controversy with his book about marijuana.
Gravity: When did you first become interested

in the effects of marijuana on consciousness?
Louis Silverstein: In the early '60s, I was
twenty-something, and my experiences with
marijuana were basically nil- smoking, laughing
a lot, and eating. A few years later I was in
a terrible car crash with my wife at the time. I
suffered an injury to my chest and could hardly
breathe. For one reason or another, my wife
and I decided to make love , and I said , " I can't,
I simply can't move." And my wife said, "Why
don't we smoke some marijuana? " We smoked,
and I found myself in a totally different state of
consciousness. I had no pain. My body could
move as if I had not been in an accident. I
thought, "This is an interesting substance that
really says that who we are as human beings
are fluid."
G: What would you say to critics who call marijuana a gateway drug?
LS : If a person's going to go on a journey,
they're going to go on that journey. Any drug,
legal or illegal, can be abused. If you want to
go someplace that 's negative, take away
marijuana, take away all the illegal drugs,
and you 're still going to go there.
G: What was the inspiration behind the book?
LS: It originated back in the '70s. My uncle
was a World War II veteran . He was hurt in
service and developed stomach cancer. He was
dying, scared out of his mind and in tremendous pain from the chemotherapy. He went to
the VA hospital, and the doctor told
him about marijuana. My uncle said, " Please,
can I have it?" The doctor said absolutely no.
So my uncle went out in the streets.

He met this young man totally strung out who
said to my uncle, "Yes, I'll give you marijuana,
because you look like a person in pain and
in misery." They went to my uncle 's apartment,
and the young man saw all kinds of prescription pills-uppers, downers , reds , blues,
yellows. They were worth a lot more money
on the street, so he asked for my uncle 's legal
pills in exchange for this illegal substance that
would successfully rid my uncle of his nausea .
And my uncle before he died was a dealer at
the age of 77 for people who were dying.
G: In Louis Silverstein's utopit s
uld America
look like Amsterdam?

gravity

this book, then what's the n
G: What do you tell your c ·

or art, or being in love can bring you tiD some of

~

LS: Since I believe that mariju na is a g·ft
of the gods, a substance that can make or
a much more civil and loving s ciety, I wou
have marijuana as a legal sub ance. But
I would make teachers or guides available to
younger folks. At the age of 14 or so you go
on a rite of passage where drugs are used ,
and an older, wiser person teacnes you how
to use substances in intelligent a d

the same places.

responsible ways.

ture is so painful, the just want to s ut down,

~

G: Describe the controversies you ced when
publishing Deep Spirit & Great Hear
LS: I was told when I was writing this ook,
"Louis, don't do this. People won 't wa f to
associate with you ." When the book cam '
out, I pro ose o my department that we"'~
d for the third time i\

G: What are your opi ions on the Prozt

culture?

LS: There are people, who need subst . · es such
as Prozac in order to unction. The pai of their

bioi ,gically wrong wit them . It's just t at the cuithey don'rt: want to dea with the fact~
~hat you
have to l::lring about c ~ange yourself.
G: Do you

e marijua a now?
nswer that question.

ask, if they an

nyone you

you're getti , g them to

can lead to pu , ishmen
can 't ask anyon\ that w· hout aski l'i'J g them to
incriminate themselves, hich ma ~es an ad,~
discussion of the subjeo

ana " drove people b anas . Now, when wor
got out about that, a arge part of Columbia

Name. James Trevenen
Course of Study: Photography/ Alumnus
CD I'm l1stemng To: Takmg Back Sunday, Tell All Your Fnends
T11e verd1ct It's very good It's hardcore, emo-esque, very raw They're like
a band called Midtown, wh1ch IS very poppy, but has three-part harmonies
1n their band Takmg back Sunday does a more hard core vers10n of that
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was in a whole uproar. Because people write
about all kinds of stuff, inclu 1 g stuff that's not

ouis Silverstem 's

boo~s available for purchase fro

We Like to Watch
BY KATE ZAMBRENO

Columbia's tube guru reveals his personal TV guide
Oz

Screw the Rachel-Ross-Joey love triangle. Frank Bianco knows what really should be must-see on TV. Columbia College 's
Director of Broadcast Operations has worked in the broadcasting business for 30 years , currently directing news for ABC-7.
When we picked Bianco's brains about what shows in the TV line-up glue him to his screen , the current College artist-in-residence came down in favor of dead people. And soon-to-be dead people.
Frank Bianco's TV favorites:
1. CBS 's corpse drama CSI: Crime Scene Investigation and its David Caruso spin-off, CSI: Miami. ~I just find them very interesting the way they're done, the way they're photographed, the story lines. en commercial television, those are the highlights. The
real creative stuff, however, is on HBO."
2. Six Feet Under, another corpse drama , yet with a human touch. "The first time I saw this show I knew it was going to blow
people away. It's just unique, and something that's never been done before. I guess you could call it cutting edge. It's certainly a
morbid subject matter, but they don 't stress the morbidity as much as they stress the individual character developments and the
storylines. Plus, the acting is awesome."
3. The Sopranos. The new season of the trials and tribulations of a neurotic Mafia maven and his dysfunctional tribe is
Bianco 's close runner-up for first on his must-see list, and he regularly revisits the previous episodes with the DVD box set.,
'There's something new you discover every time you watch that you missed before."
4 . The Wire , HBO 's latest cops-and-robbers adrenaline drama, featuring the West Baltimore Homicide and Narcotics
Department. "That is way cutting-edge. It's about as close to reality TV as you can get. It's a unit of the police department that
has bugs on telephones all over the inner city and tries to trap drug dealers through their conversations. It's very crude. The language is unbelievable." He also includes on-hiatus prison-sex drama Oz in his reigning HBO foursome.

Bianco's all-time most creative TV shows:

BY TARYN REJHOLEC
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The moans of sirens escalated to screams as heli;;o
copters .hauntingly chopped the early morning air.
1
Milita nt footsteps echoed on the t obblestone
streets of Prague on August 13, 2002, in the
attempt to save Europe's drowning , aughter.

pie 's personal b loAgings being
devoure61 n the furious current of the flood in!
~reat mouth of the Vltava River._..--When I signed up for Columbia College 's writer's
·
workshop in Prague, I expected that L_,vyE>uld be
What did they los - El ctricity, streets, phone
lines )lighways, subways, homes, theatres and
wandering the streets, staring in awe ~~he castles
and cathedrals built during the 9th andJ_Oth cene national zoo. The damage: lma ir:Je~if ake
turies. I anticipated drinking beer out of1jter mugs
Michigan flooded and t ~ar as closest to Lake
and possibly learning how to play the aGC@r<lion.
Shore Drive anett e rivers that run through the
~-~
Instead, I got to witness the worst flood'~t
gr-eat~ of downtown area were un~6-feef'"'
Prague has seen in 150 years.
'§t'
- -of water. Imagine if the ~ays were closed,
the el and Metra stations that run underground
In three weeks before the deluge, I observed a
were floodeef up to the steps of entering and exit- ~·.
more expected side of Prague. There isn 't a
ing.~emperature outside was in the mid-90s , .
Starbucks on any corner, taxis are more likel)l to
creating a strong smell of must and a haze hung
run you over than pick up a fare, and dogs and cats
over the city, making it difficult to breathe.
were allowed in any public place-including the
The cleanup that Prague has been undertaking
seat next to you at a cafe. But, hey, no complaints.
There the most startling and prominent characterissince the week of the flood is just as bad as the
flood itself. Sanitation crews of soldiers and voluntic is the graffiti on every house, overpass ~
teers pump water out of buildings and shovel piles
board and residential building.
~
of damp Wood and garbage into dumpsters and
But it makes sense. Prague has only been free of
communism for about 13 years, and the graffiti
diseases are serious risks for the peo
in this environment. Yet,
walk down the
rKe~stlll toil away.
Ar;:r;~lncslv

their faces.
come off as being just as
ard as the gothic statues that loom from
ue could smile, then so could the people of Prague.
Then, flood happened literally overnight. Some
other students and I were barhopping in Old Town
during a temperate rain at night. By breakfast, the
spots where our boozy lips had sipped from were
under water. Some 50,000 people had been evacuated in Prague, and about 220,000 nationwide.
Luckily, the pension where we lived and held our
classes was located in the hills of Kobylisy (Praha
8) where the floodwaters were unable to reach us.
We were trapped in the suburb, because the surName Jeff Schweitzer
Course of Study Fme Arts/Semor
Last Mov1e Seen Real Genws
The Ve1d1ct I thmk 1t's good It's funny It's got the '80s cheesmess
to 1t, because there's a bunch of montages. I thmk I counted three
montages I thmk 1t IS a class1c It's w1tty, and 1t actually has a plot,
compared to a lot of '80s mov1es that seem to have no plot
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enough, through the weeks of turmoil,

writings of Czech writers like Kafka, Havel and
Kundera. There was a report in the Prague Post
about an incident of residents of central Bohemia
rescuing a horse whose drunken owner rode him
into the swollen Vltava River. The man was
rescued by helicopter.... and the horse , hungry
and tired, was discovered in a chateau garden.
At the Prague Zoo, five sea lions escaped. Four
were recaptured-the fifth one, named Gaston,
made it as far as Germany before he was
caught in the Labe River.
On our last day, we were standing amidst the
rolling green fields of Prague for an hour, waiting
for the OK to enter the airport as a bomb
threat was being investigated. The Czech people
are strong survivors, possibly because they have
encountered and dealt with the harshest invasions
of both man and nature. In times of tribulation,
they can knock it aside with a full-fledged fist. g

LOUD as el
BY ANDREA DE FOTIS

A Columbia prof gets an earful of decibel levels
I'm looking into the eyes of a young college
student. A few minutes into our conversation ,
his lips are moving but I can 't hear a word
he 's saying. I'm not mesmerized by love-just
trapped in the deafening cacophony of the Red
Line el train. Annoying? Yes. Damaging to the
ears? Potentially, according to Professor
Dominique Cheenne and his environmental
acoustics class in the Department of Audio
Arts and Acoustics.
Last spring, nine students from Cheenne 's class
rode all seven el lines in the city during peak
and off-peak hours and meticulously measu red
the noise with sound level meters. Why? Simply
to find out exactly how loud a train ride can
be , and create a comprehensive "visual representation of the level of noise " for el ride rs.
The students made a color-coded map of each
line , illustrating their results. Levels ranged from
"very safe" (Orange , Yellow and Green lines)
to " potentially harmful for extended exposure "
(Red and Blue lines).
-

------------------ On the Red Line, between Clark and Division
and North and Clybourn , where my conversation
came to a halt, levels were recorded at a whopping 93.2 decibels-a level comparable to a
stereo cranked up. "When the Red Line would
go underground, we found the levels were in
excess of what is cons idered safe ," Cheenne
said. He refuses to ride the line , even though
it's the speediest route to work. " I simply can 't
expose my ears to that."
As a class exercise, Cheenne asked his students to listen to a CD on the el. They brought
their Discmans back to campus and measured
their listening volume. "We ended up with levels
at 105 and 110 decibels. People are exposing
themselves to rock concert levels just to be
above the ambient noise," Cheenne said.
"People take their ears for granted ," said senior
Jeremiah Flaherty. " I did, too , until Dominique
scared the crap out of us ."
Metal train wheels zipping over uneven tracks ,
old train cars, and even several structures dating back to 1892-these are just some of the
factors accounting for the screeching, rattling

and ringing on the el. Cheenne says the Orange
Line to Midway Airport- with new cars , tracks
and sound-absorbing structures-is more of
what the CTA needs. Decibel levels on that line
were consistently around 75 decibels (70-80
decibels is equal to an office where conversations take place). "They have already
demonstrated on the Orange Line
that they can achieve a perfect
line. The CTA is doing a great
job. But they don 't do it fast
enough for my taste."
When the study hit the
Chicago Tribune, the CTA
responded with a letter
to the editor reading,
"The CTA is diligently
working to lower train
noise ... .as we replace
the oldest structures,
the noise level will
continue to
decrease."
But what really upset
the CTA was a line in
the report that read ,
"the trend appears
to be that the more
wealth in a given area,
the quieter the trains
are." Cheenne is aggravated the CTA chose that
point to harp on and was
eager to clarify it. "We are
scientists," he said. "We saw
a trend. It doesn't mean there's
a correlation. It doesn't mean there 's a cause
and effect relationship. People just jump
because they don 't know the difference."
Cheenne hopes this study will help riders understand that the only thing they should have to listen to is their instinct to choose a different el
line next time they find themselves wincing
when the sound reaches 90 decibels. After
spending 32 hours over four days recording levels on the Blue Line , Jeremiah Flaherty tries to

explain how serious the decibel levels can be.
" I could tell that my hearing was .... " At this
point the screeching makes his speech inaudible for a full minute and 40 seconds . (If this
doesn't seem like a long time , next time
you 're having an interesting conversation , stop talking, check the second
hand on your watch, and wait a
minute and 40 seconds.) Once
the train reaches a stop, he
continues , "You listen to that
for eight hours and you get
Temporary Threshold
Shift (TIS) ." In layman's
terms, he means he
had the temporary ear
damage
you experience when you
leave a rock concert with ringing in
your ears and ask
"What? " every
time someone
"-~
speaks to you
"""'"' the next day. The
~.;:."'
<~>"- study confirmed that the
0
«p"' levels in the Blue and Red
lines can cause TIS , as well as
Permanent Threshold Shift (PTS)
"to unprotected ears if exposed long
enough." Other than changing your route,
Cheenne suggests getting custom-made
earplugs . (He recently used his at a Bob
Dylan concert.)
Cheenne speaks longingly of the "whisper
quiet" subways in Barcelona and Moscow and
hopes Mayor Daley will become as wowed by
them as he was by the flowers in Paris, which
he used as a model for Chicago. " I would like
the mayor to go to Barcelona and ride the train,
and come back to the CTA and give them the
charge : 'In five years we will have the quietest
and the finest trains in the world."' That would
be music to Cheenne 's ears. g

The Verd1ct. It's a really cool mov1e It's really a lot of fun Th1s guy named Poolie
Tang IS a ladles' man, but no one knows why H1s whole vocabulary IS like, "Wobatlel
You got to s1gn your pity on the runmng kmd:· It doesn't mean anythmg, but he says
1t really smooth It's about where his power comes from and the corporation that
tnes to use h1s 1mage to sell ev11 products I would definitely recommend 1t.
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Name Ahsha Dav1s
Course of Study· Entertamment Manager/ Jun1or
last Mov1e Seen. Barbershop
The Verdict It wasn't as funny as I thought 1t would be It had too
many comed1ans m 1t for 1t to not be that funny It was kmd of bonng
I'd tell a fnend to go 1f she wasn't paymg for 1t. I don't even remember
what happened-that's how blah 1t was

AS FOR HIS MUSICAL
INSPIRATIONS, HE SAYS, LAUGHING,
"WELL, THE GIRLS AND MONEY."

Four-track mind
Columbia 's one-man band is no disappointment
How about some good ol' pop tunes .... minus the cheese? Infectious poprock just received a surge of indie and folk energy from Steve Whitcomb.
Covering songs by pop icons such as Elton John, Madonna and even
Wh itney Houston on his debut album, The Disappointments, Whitcomb
crosses many genres to create a kind of dance-club Bob Dylan sound.
" I use a lot of different instruments: guitar, bass , drums, percussion ,
banjo and whatever else it takes," Whitcomb says. " Usually, I lay the
guitar down first and fill the song up with additional instruments until
I'm happy with the sound."
The singer/ songwriter graduated from Columbia in 2000, majoring in
audio recording. He has been playing guitar since he was 15. Lucky for
him, his roommate in college owned a four-track. "I started recording

music. It was a revelation because I was in a punk-rock band, and I
couldn't get anybody to play the songs I wrote." At this point in his
career, Steve is not only used to being a one-man band, he's pretty good
at it-he writes and records his own music. On The Disappointments,
Whitcomb's punk ethic is evidenced by the length of each track-the
20 songs clock in at a total of 28 minutes. "The songs are all original
except for the five covers," he says. "I am always thinking about music
and writing. When I come up with an idea for a song, I pursue it."
As for his musical inspirations, he says, laughing, "Well, the girls and
money." OK, so maybe it's not all about the music. Hey, can't blame a
guy for being honest. g
-

Nikki Turec

AD about You
BY NIKKI TUREC

Columbia's marketing students have 75 million reasons to be proud
They say a good salesman can sell anything-from bank accounts
to automobiles. That maxim gets put to the test every year by Kevin
Christopherson , who teaches the Advertising Campaign Practicum at
Columbia College. Christopherson's class is far from a stuffy study of
the greatest marketing hits in history. Instead, his class becomes a
mini-ad agency, producing real campaigns for real companies and
products . And a good agency at that. But Christopherson has no time
to rest on those laurels-he 's got the Toyota Matrix to market this year.

LAST YEAR, CHRISTOPHERSON'S
STUDENTS WON THE ILLINOIS
COMPETITION IN THE NATIONAL
STUDENT ADVERTISING COMPETITION
FOR A $75 MILLION CAMPAIGN
DESIGNED FOR BANK OF AMERICA.

" I love bringing the real world into the classroom, " explains
Christopherson, who spent six years working at ad agencies, among
them Leo Burnett. "This class focuses on an entire integrated campaign.
It is probably the best experience a marketing student can get. When
they graduate, they can take this 40-page marketing plan and say,
'Yeah, I worked on this."'

well-known clients each year. Along with Bank of America and Toyota, the
class has also worked for Pizza Hut, covering those triple staples of a commuter student: bank, car, pizza. The course gives students a "real world "
resume-building experience that is difficult for young people to duplicate. "In
the course we do a whole campaign that includes four to five print ads, two
TV spots, some billboards and radio spots for the client," explains
Christopherson , who began teaching the course at Columbia three years
ago. " It's very involved ."

The Advertising Practicum Class serves as the advertising agency for

Once the class has finished the marketing plan, they compete in the
National Student Advertising Competition against universities around the
country. The American Advertising Federation hosts the contest, along with
seminars , job fairs and other events, which bring advertisers across the
country together. The companies benefit from this event, too, explains
Christopherson. "Companies not only get publicity, but they also get to hear
unique, fresh ideas that only college students can offer. " The competition
allows students to develop skills taught in the classroom by acting as advertising associates. "I really love to help students succeed, and the competition gives them real opportunities, " Christopherson explains. "At the regionals, a lot of recruiters and agencies come to watch the presentations and
recruit students to work for their agencies. " Christopherson also organizes a
separate presentation in Chicago-the original competition is in Detroit-so
Chicago recruiters can watch his students make their pitch.
As Christopherson prepares his class-turned-agency for their newest client,
the Toyota Matrix, he cannot help but reminisce about the success of last
year's award-winning Bank of America campaign. "The students did an
amazing job collecting a great deal of information, creating a solid creative
idea and then communicating it in a professional and smart way," admits
Catherine Lourie Brink, a J. Walter Thompson recruiter. "I was very
impressed."
That kind of feedback is music to the ears of a student in a tough job market, but the results only come after lots of hard work. The course meets
once a week for four hours. "We went through an entire media plan, chose
the TV programs we would advertise during, where the billboards could be
placed and much more, " explains Christopherson , who worked on a Pizza
Hut campaign in 1997 when he was a Columbia College student. In the end,
last year's Bank of America campaign, dubbed "Make No Little Plans ," landed at least one of its students more than just a prestigious award . Student
Kristen McHugh landed a job at a well-known advertising agency in Chicago.
Now that's education you can take to the bank. g
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BY CHRIS RICE

Rosie O'Donnell ripped Emmy-Award-winning cameraman Mike lnglesh a new one even before he landed a job
on her show. He was an extra on the movie, A League of Their Own. A buddy started quizzing lnglesh during a
break on the set about the stars in the movie. "He starts at the top with Madonna," lnglesh recalls. "Know
her. 'Tom Hanks.' Of course. 'John Lovitz.' Oh, yeah, he was on Saturday Night Live. He sucks, right?"
lnglesh works his way through the list: Lenny of Lenny and Squiggy, Lori Petty. "And then there's this Rosie
O'Donnell," lnglesh says. "So I ask, 'Who the fuck's Rosie O'Donnell? I've never heard of Rosie O'Donnell.''
Little did lnglesh know Rosie O'Donnell stood nearby. "She spins me around and starts poking me in the
chest," lnglesh says, "and I swear she had food in her mouth. She says, 'Listen here, buddy. I'm going to
be a big household name some day. You just remember that.'"
When lnglesh interviewed for the Rosie O'Donnell Show, he reminded her of their previous "meeting." "She
says, 'Ahhh. Don't remember it. But it sounds like me.'"
That was in 1996. Over the next four years, lnglesh and four fellow camera operators toted home three Emmy
Awards for Excellence in Camera Achievement. "Rosie was live and really fresh at the time," lnglesh says,
"I started in '96 shooting test shows. Certain things changed along the way. Comedy and monologue changed
to desk chat. We won the Emmys in 1997, 1999 and 2000." Before that, in 1993, a few years after graduating
from Columbia College's Television Department, lnglesh and his wife vacationed in New York. A family friend
who worked for New York Public Broadcasting asked, 'What are you doing this summer?' When he had no
response, she offered him a job as a relief cameraman from 4 p.m. to midnight on the McNeii-Lehrer News
Hour and The Charlie Rose Show.
"That was my bug," lnglesh admits, "I got bitten by those two shows. Of course Clinton was running for
president that year and the Democratic National Convention came through town and I worked on that. After
the Convention, I started working television talk right away.'' lnglesh went on to do fill-in work for Saturday
Night Live, MTV and news magazine shows.
He currently works on The Ricki Lake Show. His day begins at about 10 a.m. with a camera check and a
run-through of the two shows they'll shoot that day. The show shoots three days a week. "The director is
Bob McKinnon," lnglesh says. "He's fabulous. He was working with Dick Clark 20 years ago. He also does
Good Morning America every day."
Over the years, lnglesh has focused his lens on hundreds of big shots. "I'll never forget the first time I had
Elton John on my lens. That was exciting. And Tony Bennett. Totally great guy. He would put his arm around you
and let you take a picture." Not everyone is a joy on the set. "There 's Martha Stewart," lnglesh says. "She's
pretty bad. And Cher was pretty bad. Barbara Walters is always bad. Madonna? A pain in the ass. I mean, you
get someone like Paul McCartney who bums a cigarette off you. Signs an autograph. Shakes your hand. Then
you have these idiots like the Dixie Chicks. They've got one hit and treat everyone like secondhand citizens.''
Any advice for up-and-coming television mavens? "If you really want to be a TV camera person, don't go to
college for four years. Go to where the TV shows are-New York and Los Angeles-and weasel your way in.
The legitimate way is to come in on a college internship. But I know kids who started in high school hanging
around the shows, asking, 'Need any help with that?' And that's how they get hired.''
Any other advice?
"If you're a man with a sketchy past and have been asked to be on The Ricki Lake Show, don't come."

g

"WHO THE FUCK'S ROSIE O'DONNELL? I'VE NEVER HEARD OF ROSIE O'DONNELL"

A CARTOON NETWORK SUPERSTAR MIXES IT UP
BY MARGARET WAPPLER
PHOTOGRAPHY BY ZACH CORDNER
ILLUSTRATIONS BY GENNDY TARTAKOVSKY

Genndy Tartakovsky is an animation wunderkind.
But he isn't one of those artists who attaches
much magical pomp and circumstance to his
creations. There are no dramatic tellings of
epiphanic moments of artistic discovery, no
tales of Eureka's! lustily shouted while clutching
a still-wet ink drawing rendered in the wee
hours. His office at Burbank's Cartoon Network,
a colorful swamp of paper, drawings
and action figures from his two critically
acclaimed cartoons, Dexter's Laboratory and
Samurai Jack, hints at a busy and excitable,
creative mind. But the man inside of it, a
T-shirted, bearish 32-year-old with an infectious
titter, is all cool cucumber.

When
asked
how he
came up
with the idea for
Dexter's Laboratory, the
first cartoon he created, wrote and directed for
Cartoon Network at the age of 24, the Russian
native simply states that the idea originated
from the utilitarian setting of the classroom.
"I needed to come up with a girl dancing, so
I drew [Dexter's irksome sister] Dee Dee," he
explains , a touch of accent still flitting in and
out of his speech. "I really liked her design so I
thought, I'll make my second-year film with her."
That student film went on to blossom into one
of Cartoon Network's top-rated programs, racking up an Annie Award (the highest honor given
for animation) and four Emmy nominations.

Tartakovsky, "one of the industry's rising stars,"
as described in People, has also appeared on
such industry hotshot lists as Variety's "50 to
Watch" and Entertainment Weekly's "It List,"
but the buzz has hardly fazed him. With the
action-fueled , gloomily cinematic Samurai Jack,
his follow-up project currently praised as "a
beautiful, sometimes devilishly scary, dream
of a cartoon," by EW's Ken Tucker, he says he
just wanted to do something "different." And
while Samurai Jack, the story of a lone samurai
trapped in a dystopian future controlled by the
kabuki-masked nemesis, Aku, is certainly different, it's a lot more than that-it's hella cool. It
has its own spunky brand of cross-cultural riffing, an ever-changing kaleidoscope of a kinkedout future spun through the hands of
Tartakovsky and his background artists Scott
Wills and Dan Krall. It's innovative and dramatic
in a primordial way, like a haiku, with sly, graceful winks of humor and huge, screen-swallowing
swoops of pure action. (And thankfully, for
those of us over age 13, it's not aimed solely
at the kiddies. Tartakovsky is adamant about
his show operating outside the "just for kids "
ghetto that many cartoons are stuck flailing in.)
Tartakovsky may be reserved and charmingly
humble about his creations, but it doesn't
mean he 's not passionate about animation.
There are plenty of moments , like when he's
remembering a set of old 16mm cartoons,
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shown to him by his influential
Columbia College professor Stan
Hughes, that it's obvious, in his
own way, he's getting seriously
geeked. Studying
them "was truly
amazing,"
,..
Tartakovsky says.
s eyes sparkle , he
sits up and the air
becomes charged with his excitement.
This passion is, of course, omnipresent in his
shows, too. There's something magical about
Samurai Jack and it's not in the "magic of
Disney" way. The artistic flourishes of Samurai
Jack, from the intricately rendered but minimalist backgrounds to the glacier-then-tsunami
pacing to the sparse dialogue, have more in
common with the cinema than Rugrats. It's
not by accident. Tartakovsky set out to make
a cartoon that featured the environment as a
prominent character, like an Akira Kurosawa film

AFTER DEXTER AND
POWERPUFF, I WAS KIND OF
DONE WITH DIALOGUE, JUST
BURNED OUT. BURNED OUT
ON COMEDY ALSO.
does, many of which Tartakovsky studied intently to pin down the moody, atmospheric feel that
defines Samurai Jack. But, for all the tension
that takes its sweet time to build, he also set
out with the splashy goal of making the best
action-adventure cartoon ever, which means
Jack, the chisel-jawed "Asian Clint Eastwood"
at the center of the show, doesn't take anything
lying down. One of the highlights of any given
episode is the moment when Jack, ever gallant
and honorable and modest in his black ponytail
and white robe, nevertheless brandishes his
sword with an awesome mix of reverence and
pure, self-righteous, butt-kicking fury.
Judging Tartakovsky by his first projects, the
chatty Dexter's Laboratory and the helium-high
confection of The Powerpuff Girls, on which he
served as a director and producer in its earlier

years, you wouldn't guess that he would take a
left turn into making a cartoon that, for all its
clashing action sequences, is still, at its heart,
deeply meditative, quiet, Zen. And while
Tartakovsky doesn't hail from the Land of the
Rising Sun, this lover of TV sucked in everything
from Wonder Woman to live-action Japanese
shows like Johnny Sokko and His Flying Robot,
crunched it up and spat out a lush hybrid that
continues to steadily amass rabid fans, some
very key fans, like Rush Hour producer Jay Stern
and director Brett Ratner. The two scooped up
Samurai Jack soon after its first airing, and are
developing a live action feature for New Line
Cinema, for which Tartakovsky recently wrapped
up a treatment. An animated feature is also
on its way from Cartoon Network, currently in
"rough development." Tartakovsky may not fuss
over his creations, but he has no problem
making big promises about the feature-length
Samurai Jack: "It will be like the show, but with
a grander story, some of the most cutting-edge
story-telling and," he says (drum roll please),
"the most amazing fight sequences ever
attempted in animation." The animated featurelength is slated for 2004, with the live-action
film following close behind.
Originally from Moscow, Russia, the Tartakovsky
family came to the slightly less wintery Chicago
when Genndy was seven. "We 're Jewish,"
Tartakovsky says, "and my family knew we
wouldn't have as many opportunities in Russia
to do the things we wanted to do ." Having had
little exposure to animation, comic books or
anything of the like in Moscow, Genndy and
his older brother Alex became fast fans of the
comic books they'd frequently stock up on at
their local comic boutique, ahem, the 7-11.
"We would get them, read them and think,
wow, I want to do that," Tartakovsky says. The
boys took a shine to the superheroes, like
Spiderman , Batman, Captain America, and
Hanna-Barbera characters like Scooby Doo.
Unlike some of us who would cheat and lay
our paper directly over the drawing, the
Tartakovsky brothers disdained tracing and
always tried to study the pictures, then draw
them freehand. "This independence," Alex
says, older than Genndy by two years, "is
one of Genndy's defining traits."

HAVING HAD LITTLE EXPOSURE TO ANIMATION, COMIC BOOKS OR ANYTHING OF THE LIKE IN MOSCOW, GENNDY AND HIS OLDER BROTHER ALEX
BECAME FAST FANS OF THE COMIC BOOKS THEY'D FREQUENTLY STOCK
UP ON AT THEIR LOCAL COMIC BOUTIQUE, AHEM, THE 7-11.
"One thing about him is that he always wanted
to do things for himself. We went to ski with our
parents and our cousin when we were around
five or six years old, and it was really cold. All
the kids were freezing, so the kids gave the
skis to their parents to carry so their hands
wouldn't get cold but my brother wanted to
carry the skis himself. So it was all these
adults carrying skis and then my little brother.
That's how he is." Alex, a computer consultant,
doesn't have cable at home, but he drives to
his in-laws every chance he can to watch his
brother's shows, especially Samurai Jack, which
he says is "more artistic, more serious, more of
an adult show" than Dexter. Genndy and Alex,
who still lives in the Chicago area, are very
close and visit each other several times a year.
Alex eventually "outgrew" drawing, while his
brother became more serious. By the time
Genndy was a senior at Lane Tech High School
on the city's North Side, he knew animation was
more than just a passing fancy for him, but the
question was, where, in Chicago, do you go to
study something like that?
"All my friends were going to Big 10 schools
and everyone was going to go do whatever
but nobody I knew was going to go into art,"
Tartakovsky recalls .
As a senior, Tartakovsky had done a few
illustrations for advertising firms, and thought
he was "pretty OK at it," so he figured he'd
attend Columbia and study advertising design.
Chicago being a major advertising hub,
Tartakovsky thought ad design to be the ideal
career for staying local, making decent money
and still doing something creative. But, the first
semester he tried to enroll in the advertising
department, fate stepped in via Columbia's
oft-frustrating registration process: All the
advertising classes were full. So Tartakovsky
wound up in animation, figuring he'd get an
elective out of the way and learn more about
the art, which would help in the independent
films he wanted to make on the side.
"My whole world opened up in that animation
class," he says. "I realized that there were all
these little facets of work here and there in the
field, that you really could do something with
it, so I immediately switched my major to film
and animation."
At Columbia, Tartakovsky found a role model:

Hughes, his Animation Two instructor who taught
in the film/video department for 16 years. "He
was not so much guidance as freedom,"
Tartakovsky says. "And that was important to
me. He basically said, 'Do what you can do with
your talent and go forward.' He was an inspiration because he was an independent filmmaker
and he'd made all these great, little experimental films. I was going to be happy if I just had
his life at that time! It wasn't very commercial,
but he seemed happy doing what he loved to
do-animating and tinker-toying with films."
Hughes , semi-retired and living in Miami Shores,
Florida, says that Tartakovsky caught his eye
even before he entered his class. For his final
10-second Animation One project, he aimed
high: "Genndy had used Tex Avery characters,"
Hughes writes in an e-mail. (He is referring to,
of course, Fred "Tex" Avery, cult god animator
who played a hand in creating Bugs Bunny, Porky
Pig and the coolest slacker of all time, Droopy.)
"It was a little crude, and he'd been too ambitious by half: He hadn't been able to finish
painting all the eels in time, so the color
dropped out about halfway through. What
raised my temperature was the fact that he'd
only used Tex's MGM characters, and that he
got all the 'takes' right, even though he didn't
really have the chops to pull the animation off.
Hey, it was only Animation One-and here was
a kid who'd obviously been looking very closely
at one of the Great Masters."
Tartakovsky's "relentless desire to get better
and better," Hughes says, has made him into
one of the major players. Other student animators in the department may have had more
"raw ability" in terms of drawing, according
to Hughes, but Tartakovsky stood out because
"he knew what he liked in a film. He could take
it apart in his head, learn every lesson that it
had to teach him, then apply those lessons to
his own work, and yet still keep his own style
and voice."
After two years at Columbia, Tartakovsky found
he had ru n his course. "At this time [1988-90],
the animation department wasn't what it is now,
so I knew I had
learned all I could
there." He transferred to CaiArts, Walt
Disney's brainchild
school outside Los

Angeles, where he laid down the groundwork
for his very successful, not to mention quickly
launched, career by making several student
films, including the one that served as the
springboard for Dexter's Laboratory. After graduating, Tartakovsky logged in some grueling
hours working on shows like The Critic, Tiny
Toon Adventures and Batman: The Animated
Series, but sooner than he ever expected, his
ship came in. Tartakovsky was hired by HannaBarbera, who showed the early incarnation of
Dexter to Cartoon Network, the young cable
upstart looking for fresh talent for their new
original shorts program, World Premiere Toons.
"The [Hanna-Barbera] producers showed
[Cartoon Network] the film and they really
liked it," Tartakovsky recalls. "They said, 'Do
you want to do a short about this?' And I'm
thinking, great, I'll make a real little reel for
myself to get a job somewhere else. I didn't
think anything of it. Back then, there was no
young people doing this sort of thing. I was
24 at the time and there was nobody my age
running their own shows or having their own
series. Everyone was in their 30s, 40s, 50s."
In his wildest dreams, Tartakovsky never imagined the response to his short, which clocked
in at a spiffy seven minutes, would include a
major award and an offer to make it into a
bona fide series-Cartoon Network's first
original-but that's exactly what happened.
Now, Tartakovsky says, the industry's filled with
young people heading up their own shows, but
at the time he started Dexter's Laboratory,
which debuted in April 1996, he was one in a
handful and he didn't have much time to mull
over it. "I enjoyed it, but I never really reflected
on it," he says. "It's more like, boom, it's going.
OK, I need these people and I gotta do this.
It was like an 80-hour-a-week job, so that was
it, that was everything."
Actually, it wasn't quite everything. As soon
as Dexter was up and running, Tartakovsky,
not possessing a slacker bone in his body,
pitched in on fellow CaiArts alumnus Craig
McCracken's show, The Powerpuff Girls, as
director and
producer.
The
Powerpuff
Girls, as

anyone living in society for the last five years
knows, exploded like Pop Rocks. The flighty
creations were corralled into their own featurelength, The Powerpuff Girls: The Movie, which hit
the theaters last summer to mostly grumbling
reviews. The experience for Tartakovsky, the
animation director for the film, wasn't all a
barrel of monkeys either: "[The experience]
was good, but very difficult because I was in
the middle of my second season with Samurai
Jack. It was every night for maybe about four
months. It was very difficult and it wasn't that
much fun because it was at night and I just
had a baby," says Genndy, who has been
married for two years, "and I wanted to spend
time with my child."
Dexter's Laboratory, the adventures of a preco-

cious kid who's most happy when peering over
his goggles into many a bubbling beaker in his
bedroom laboratory and stumbling upon or into
experiments gone awry, now has more than 60
episodes in circulation. Loads of toys, including
lab sets and action figures, have also been
unleashed into the hands of eager kiddies,
along with 2000 's feature-length film, Dexter's
Laboratory: Ego Trip. All this equals one fat
money-maker for Cartoon Network, and one fat
recipe for overload for Tartakovsky, especially
when you factor in his work on The Powerpuff
Girls series and the two short-lived Dexter's
Laboratory spin-offs , Dial M for Monkey and
Justice Friends , the latter of which never quite
developed as Tartakovsky envisioned.

look and feel of Samurai Jack. He assembled
a crack team of artists in Krall and Wills, background design supervisor and background paint
supervisor, respectively, and he knows how to
use them.

THERE'S SOMETHING MAGICAL
ABOUT SAMURAI JACK AND
IT'S NOT IN THE "MAGIC OF
DISNEY" WAY.
Krall, who's traveled extensively, gets many
of his ideas from looking at pictures of exotic
locales and their individual features. And
with each episode demanding 80-85 backgrounds-no stock images allowed-he needs
a lot of them. "I have a lot of books on plants,
and architecture around the world," Krall says.
"I look at leaf shapes and iron work, any of
those tiny little details. We try to throw as
much of that into the background as we can."
Tartakovsky and Krall have worked together
before on Dexter's Laboratory, and, suffice it to
say, their relationship is certainly not like Jack
and Aku's fiery one. "He's a real great boss,"
Krall readily offers. "He's real talented. And
aside from that, he appreciates everyone else's
talents. He lets them do what they do well, and
he's not heavy-handed."

It's not surprising that Tartakovsky sets up this
kind of environment; it's obvious when listening
"After Dexter and Powerpuff, I was kind of done
h. .d
th · h. hi
to 1s 1 eas on some mg 1g y
with dialogue, just burned out. Burned out o~ debatable like the current state of
comedy also," Tartakovsky admits. "You
.
f .
th t
cartoonmg, or mstance, a
have to be funny on more of a broad
~
T
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1arta ovs y 1s ot
_.
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d h
stroke. Just being funny in general is
eman mg an w o 1hard; to be sincerely funny is very difficult.
. d d
1y open-mm e .
So I kind of wanted to get away from that a
"We're in
little bit. So Samurai just seemed like a
the
good opportunity to do that. "
So maybe the burnout, which was
certainly never visible to audiences,
wasn't such a bad thing. One could
say, out of the ashes of burnout,
rose a mighty samurai.
Tartakovsky, always modest, is quick to
point out that he's not solely responsible for the serenely minimalist
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infancy of our industry, creatively. We haven't
done anything. If you think about how many
strides they took in the '30s and '40s, from
black-and-white to sound to color to movies, it
seemed like every other year, there was a new
push in animation .... Look at Japanese animation and how much different their films are from
one another. They really make a lot of pushes
and there's adult and there's children's animation , while we just treat animation as a kid 's
form," he says, with a tinge of irritation. "If you
look at features today, it's completely the same
thing. Everything's getting more real, very formula, very conventional for the masses. Trying to
get the big market hit."
If it isn 't blindingly apparent from watching
Samurai Jack, Tartakovsky isn't interested in

rehashing what's already been spoon-fed to
audiences, but at the same time, he knows
when to borrow from a sure thing. Jack, like
James Bond before him, lives and dies by a
strict code, a warrior code, a quality that
Tartakovsky says is paramount to the concept
of the show. " It's attractive to have a code," he
says, "like the knights of medieval times had
codes and warriors have always been kind of
cool because they have that camaraderie. It's
just a strong idea. You have this character that's
very righteous but you see that character sometimes fail at that so it makes it even stronger.
He tries to follow this code but this world is so
crazy, it's almost impossible."
Tartakovsky says that one of his proudest
accomplishments is the evolution of Dexter's
character into someone "really alive with a
huge range of emotion," and he wants the same
depth for Jack. "I think, hopefully, people are
starting to feel the character more. This is the
thing about television: You're in a little hole.
You can go to a movie theater and a thousand
people can watch it and you can feel the reaction but with television , it airs and you 're at
home and you think, I think people watched it.
It's a really weird feeling." It's a feeling
Tartakovsky has grown accustomed to and he
doesn't let it hold him back: "You can't
second-guess yourself. You just have
to make them and hopefully, people
will like it." g
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MAKING A GOOD READ AT THE
CENTER FOR BOOK & PAPER ARTS

the book
BY MARGARET WAPPLER

PHOTOGRAPHY BY LAUREN BROWN

What you can learn about printing and paper
in general at Columbia College's Center for
Book and Paper Arts could fill-you guessed
it-a book. Or, if done by one of the Center's
students, you'd have a book that playfully
pushes and pulls at the lines between art
and sculpture, installation and printed text.
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Did you know that rice paper is not really made
of rice? It's actually made of kozo , the inner
bark of a mulberry t ree . Do you know where
"leading," a graphic design term used to refer
to the space between letters, comes from?
Printers in the old days used pieces of lead to
separate the letters , something old printing
presses still do.

Shawn Sheehy's Counting on the
Marsh is a pop-up book styled very
much like a children's book, though
the story "about the marsh ecosystem" is hardly kiddie fare. It's made of
handmade paper and board, and
images are monoprinted from
linoleum blocks. Text is letterpress
printed. It shagged first prize in the
National Collegiate Handpapermaking
Juried Art Show. Sheehy cranked out
10 copies, with a price tag of $2,000
per book.
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The largest and most comprehensive of its kind
in the country, according to its director, William
Drendel, the Center contains three separate
but mutually inclusive departments: letterpress
printing, papermaking and bookbinding. The
Center's letterpress division is stocked with
ink-colored metal cabinets filled with slats of
lead, some fingernail-thin , others thick as
pencil. In the papermaking room, a student
beats a mass of purple , thready gunk (kozo)
to , well , a pulp. All around , the Center's
departments are busy with the messy, watery
business of making, printing on or recontextualizing-in every sense of the word-paper.
Like many departments at Columbia , the Center
had a humble beginning. Once upon a time ,
Paper Press, a nonprofit hand-papermaking facility owned by Marilyn Sword , kept losing itslease.

On the other side of town , the Artists ' Book
Works , owned by Barbara Metz, suffered under
similar circumstances. Eventually, the two of
them joined forces and, as Drendel recalls,
"slid in under the door at Columbia." Along with
the current head of the Interdisciplinary Arts
Department, Susanne Cohan-Lange , Metz and
Sword started the Center, in the rented confines
of 218 South Wabash. "Frankly, the space itself
was a real pit ," Drendel says . The Center, born
in 1993, had grown out of its 12,000-squarefoot space by 1996. It also was now a graduate program quickly gaining popularity; the program cu rrently has 37 MFA candidates .
Sword left her post in 1999 and Drendel took
over, ushering the Center into newer, far more
sophisticated digs. "Really, I don 't quite know
how we were so lucky," Drendel says about the
circumstances leading up to the Center's move
into the 20,000-square-foot space it now inhabits in the Ludington Building at 1104 South
Wabash. "We 've become one of the shining
jewels in Columbia 's crown. We get lots of publicity, do extraordinary shows and get lots of
people up here ."
One of the extraordinary shows that Drendel is

WE'VE BECOME ONE OF THE SHINING JEWELS IN
COLUMBIA'S CROWN. WE GET LOTS OF PUBLICITY, DO
EXTRAORDINARY SHOWS AND GET LOTS OF PEOPLE UP HERE.
referring to is the yearly Festival of the Book,
a bibliophile's heaven that draws in antiquarians and fine book dealers and fans from
around the nation to gape and gasp at books.
The gasping is no joke: Some are so desired,
they come with a big price tag , as much as
$30,000. Another show is the International
Edible Books Tea , which puts a whole new
spin on the thought that art is really a transitory
commentary on our times. After spending
hours making books or book-related objects
(like shelves) that are edible , the artists and
whoever has come for the free food, so to
speak, consume them. It is this sort of playful
show that turns heads in the art world, a place
that unfortunately can be a little stodgy, more
concerned with the proper placement of gallery
lights than having fun and mincing the hard
lines of art. The Center and its creations don't
just break down the barriers or art conceptually-they challenge the borders physically too.
One of the Center's most recent shows in
2001 , the Ontological Library by Washington

University professor Ronald Leax, leaves the
breaking down of the physical barriers of art
and the physical properties of books not up to
the human hand , but to nature's whim. Drendel
introduces Leax's show with a big grin and an
explanation of "people either love it or hate it."
It's obvious he , for one, loves it.
But why such a disparate reaction from its
viewers? It turns out the Ontological Library
makes some bibliophiles shiver. Leax, who was
given a hard-line scientific and mathematical
education as a Sputnik Kid , let several books
decompose, warp , disintegrate, change forms
or even waste away at the cruelly-if you will
want to see it that way-indifferent hand of
nature. Then he collected the results-a kooky,
fascinating, teasingly irreverent batch of books
that, when left to go astray, changed to please
their surroundings. Leax stored some in the
Atlantic Ocean and allowed "tides to shape it,
mussel shells to lodge in" and other natural
occurrences to take place , often warping the
book beyond recognition. Some, reminiscent of

The Spice House in Evanston gave
Jessica Spring more than a handful
of the spices she used to make
"Spiceography;' a series of broadsides,
or posters, comparing spice and type.
One we eat, the other we use as a
font "I realized this: Spring writes,
"one evening while cooking dinner,
surveying my spice cupboard for just
what the dish needed. A bit of this, a
bit of that, smell it, take a taste. I go
through the same process when I
prowl through the cabinets of type,
seeking a font with just the right flavor." Spring also notes that for centuries, books and spices were both
"symbols of status."
The "Spiceography" broadsides
employed more than a pinch of sever~
al spices, including cinnamon and
saffron all mixed into the paper. Note:
These posters are not edible, so keep
all children, pets and ravenous onlooJ<.;
ers at a safe distance. "Spiceography"
retails for $1,000.

jars of pickled vegetables or something more
carnivalesque , are contained in sealed vessels ,
steeped in a saline concentration, their pages
crumbling and edged with salt. Maybe the best
part of it all is that Leax only used reference
texts-directories , encyclopedias, newspapers
-that he says stands in for our intellectual
knowledge , our sometimes pompous collections
of information that we put on a pedestal.
One of the books, crusted over in salt, lined
with rust marks from wires formerly bound
around it , sits in a white basin filled with
shards of rock salt. The only text you can
read? A definition of parody.
"A lot of the work," Leax says, "runs through
the whole gamut of attitudes. I take the work
and the large being of it very seriously, but at
the same time, it's just funny, too. There are
those pieces that are pompous and trying so
hard to be profound , and then there are others
that are just coincidentally meaningfui .... Some
of them, I think, are really bad , and some of
them are really good. I just wasn't willing or

interested in saying this is good or bad; it was
what just got made. I wasn 't carrying on with
some didactic ideology. It 's insight by coincidence." It's the perfect show for a place that
has something called the " Unstore ," where
they sell brushes and other supplies, but "not
really," as Drendel explains, "because we 're
not supposed to." And contrary to the nature
of Leax's show, the Center offers a popular
class in conservation , where , if the book itself
can 't be saved, it can at least be stabilized
in another medium. Many of the classes and
programs are becoming popular at the Center,
even downright exploding. Drendel receives
requests for information all the time; people
in other cities want to know how to start a
center of their own. "There 's a great resurgence happening. People are tired of computers. There 's a need to work with their hands,"
Drendel says, looking around at students
elbow-deep in vats and mixtures of pulp .
" It's just what feels good." g

Miriam Centeno's Ramona Caballero: A Coming Forth
by Day is a book that looks like a purse and not some
old lady's handbag either. Objects in the purse are
actually books, when opened. Each chronicles the story
of, ahem, a little old lady named Ramona, who pretends to a be a different character from literature. In
one, The Keyholder, she is Sherlock Holmes, snooping
on her neighbors. In another, she is Lady Rokujo from
the Tale of Genji, battling with a rival in a dance of wills
at a wedding. Ramona sells for $1,000.

The Billy Chronicles, as Craig Jobson
describes it, is a trilogy of stories
about a man playing dominoes in
Texas. Big Billy, the main character of
the three books, 0.8 and the Double..
Five, Uzard and Julio Go Nel.a and
The Coloners Chicanery, Is loud but
profane, whose existence revolves
around the domino game, "Forty-Two."
Jobson crafted each book by hand;
the text and Illustrations are letterpress printed. The Uzard and Julio
Nel.a cases unfold, revealing a folded
concertina book, liner notes and the
recessed crib for a set of dominoes.
"Making a handmade book can be
creating something that is true and
beautiful, something that is rare
it is cared for "something that will
~ast many lifetimes; says Jobson in
application for a fellowship with the
Illinois Art Council. Each book, accompanied by a CD, sells for $800.

The Museum of
Contemporary Photography

Scott D. Fortino, Jenner School, 3d FL. 1999, chromogenic development print
Courtesy the artist and Shashi Caudill Photography + Fine Art, Chicago

Midwest Photographers Project
The Midwest Photographers Project was established in 1982 to introduce students, educators, collectors, curators, scholars, research specialists,
and the general public to current work by both prominent and emerging regional artists. The Print Study Room has become a popular destination
for photography class field trips, as it houses more than 1,000 photographs and a reference library with extensive files of information about each of
its participants. All works in the Midwest Photographers Project are loaned by the photographers and are rotated every two years.

Exhibiting artists in 2002-2003 include

Paul D'Amato

Scott Fortino

Andrew Borowiec

Alan Cohen

Jin Lee

Richard Koenig

Columbia College Chicago, 600 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago, IL 60605 Tel 312-663-5554 Fax 312-344-8067 mocp@colum.edu mocp.org
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"We decided to get back at the guys by shooting them with the camera, so that's how we
got involved at the convention ," explains Pitts.
" I was beaten by policemen. What they did is
they took off their badges so you couldn't identify them. Uniforms, no badges . The guys who
knew what they were doing, they didn 't beat
you , they would stick you with [their clubs]. So
a poke in the ribs caused internal bleeding. I
can take a lick, but it's another whole thing in
your ribs. So they were breaking rib cages.
Ribs hurt like a motherfucker, so I had to go to
the hospital. I didn 't shoot anymore after that."

THIS IS ONE OF PITTS' PROUDEST ACCOMPLISHMENTS, AS HIS COMMITMENT TO
FAIRNESS AND HATRED OF RACISM IS AT
THE FOREFRONT OF NEARLY EVERYTHING
HE TALKS ABOUT.
Standing in that very stretch of the park
today-just east of Michigan Avenue between
Balbo and Harrison-it's hard to imagine the
chaos and carnage. There are burned beds of
flowers and well-manicured shrubs. Loop office
workers take their lunch on benches ; joggers
bounce by. Homeless people , cell-phone people , elderly people. Daniel Burnham's plan at
work. The lawn is Labor-Day green, and the
shadows cast by the Spertus Institute and
Columbia College across the street are retreating in the noontime sun.
Pitts, a jovial , confident and kinetic man, slight
only in his stature , has had a career in which
he 's captured to celluloid things that most
aspiring filmmakers could only dream about.
Among them , the Ali-Foreman fight in Zaire,
footage later to become featured in the documentary, When We Were Kings. Martin Luther
King, Jr.'s march in Cicero . He shot game
footage for the Bears for 11 years. Bill
Graham asked Pitts to man the camera at
Woodstock. The CBS newsmagazine experiment, P.M. Magazine. A documentary called
The Murder of Fred Hampton , a film that
brought Pitts close to the Black Panther Party
and some of its key players-Stokley
Carmichael , Eldridge Clever, H. Rapp Brown,
Dick Gregory and the infamous Huey Newton,
who also served to shape many of his
political convictions.
"Huey and I met in Oakland. I would take a
backpack and walk and sit down with a backpack with wine-cheap wine, none of that
Vintage Number 29 or whatever. Cheap wine
and cups. I met Huey on the corner, and we
started drinking some wine. Smoking some
weed. And we started talking about things and
being very close. I was not associated with
the Black Panthers , but I understood them.
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I wasn't a member-1 didn 't want to be a 'member' of anybody. We were sympathizers with the
Black Panther Party because we saw that they
were feeding people, and they were doing things
that people should have done. But they gave
them the radical tag," says Pitts .

my buddies , because that was always the dealthat there 's no such thing as a black filmmaker.
Nobody even thought about it. I thought, shit, I'll
make that movie. My mom said, 'Shit, you 're the
one! Fuck 'em!' Well, she didn 't say that, but,
that 's what she basically meant."

Born in 1933, Pitts was raised in the Fuller Park
neighborhood on Chicago 's South Side . His family
was the first black family to live in the neighborhood , and racial turmoil was a backdrop in Pitts '
early years. "We got the bricks through the window. My father's from Belize and my mother is
from Kentucky. I guess they allowed us to move
in because he had an accent or something," he
says. "But they didn't like it because, 'Hey, he's
got black kids , too! ' So I used to have to go not
to the regular school, but to Catholic school.
Because of protection. Because we used to
get beat up. My brother got beat up by men."

Already a pioneer, Pitts went on to become the
first-ever black professor in Columbia College
Chicago's film department-but his first stint in
the late '60s didn 't last very long. "I was promptly fired. By Tony Loeb. They said I was pretty good
at what I was doing, [considering] that it was my
first year. I was fired for no reason."

After finishing school , Pitts began working as a
bookie, taking bets on horse races . His mother,
unhappy with his caree r choice, got him a legitimate job at Behrend Inc., then the only industrial
camera rental company in the city. Pitts worked
as a rental clerk, and by proxy and his own
curiosity, he learned the ins and outs of every
camera the company had. He began taking them
out and film ing th ings for himself, and beginning
work with Jim Dennett, Mike Gray and Chuck
Olin-the Film Group.
Pitts attributes his fascination with the medium
of film to early childhood, when his father was

His dismissal led him to New York, where he
filmed several notable authors as part of a
Macy's Department Store window display. Andy
Warhol , Gordon Parks and Sally Quinn had all
recently released books , and Pitts , a self-proclaimed "hustler," talked the three scribes
and Macy's into making his brainchild a reality.
In 1971, Pitts returned to Chicago and began
teaching again at Columbia College, where he
taught some of the first blacks , Latinos, Native
Americans and women to enter the film industry
in Chicago. This is one of Pitts' proudest accomplishments , as his commitment to fairness and
hatred of racism is at the forefront of nearly
everything he talks about. To call Pitts a progressive wouldn't be accurate; to call him a radical
wouldn't be fair, despite his associations with
radicals. Pitts is a man who has much of the
world and met thousands of people-many of

TO CALL PITTS A PROGRESSIVE WOULDN'T BE ACCURATE; TO CALL HIM A
RADICAL WOULDN'T BE FAIR, DESPITE HIS ASSOCIATIONS WITH RADICALS.
working at the now-defunct Southtown Theater.
At the end of the day, they'd throw away all the
unsold popcorn, but Pitts' father used to fill a
grocery bag and set Pitts in the theater while
he finished his work. " I'd be in there eating the
popcorn while they were changing the films," he
says. "And I'm looking at it, man, look at that!
Technicolor was just coming out, so it was wonderment at that point. 'How do they do that? '
I never thought I would be able to do that-it
was too far out of the rea lm for me to even think
about. It was always wonderment. I looked as,
man, these guys must be God! "
Infatuated with the power of images and armed
with the know-how to capture them on his own ,
Pitts set out to become a filmmaker himself.
It would prove to be a difficult field to get into,
considering that at the time there were no other
African Americans working in film in Chicago, and
very few throughout the country. "When I [said] I
wanted to be a filmmaker, the black people said
there's no such th ing as a black filmmaker, and
the white people were laughing, because the
black people were right! I couldn 't even talk to

them very influential and controversial, from Fidel
Castro to Moammar Gadhafi-and who looks at
things through the lens of his own early life and
early career struggles. He sees racism and injustice everywhere , and isn't quiet about it. During
the few hours we spoke, he espoused on Mike
Tyson, O.J. Simpson , Rodney King, R. Kelly and
President Bush , whom he refers to with an
endearing disgust as "that nut." Pitts doesn 't
just theorize about conspiracies to keep racial
caste in place, he believes it and cites examples.
As a white person, I at times felt cornered , at
times guilty, but always engaged, always seeing
the logic in his arguments. " I'm a cameraman,
I look at th ings," he states frankly, involuntarily,
as though serious analytical thinking and wellgrounded criticism is no more out of the ordinary
than checking a light meter before a shoot.
Pitts is always ready with an answer, always ready
with a story to keep his audience captive. Except,
surprisingly, when asked what his favorite film is.
"Blazing Saddles ," he answers after an unusually
long pause. In fact, it's the only pause in his
conve rsational spatter throughout our whole

THE "THEY" TO WHICH PITTS REFERS IS OMNIPRESENT IN
HIS CONVERSATION. IT IS THE MEDIA, THE GOVERNMENT,
THE INSTITUTIONALIZED RACISM THAT HE SAYS CIVIL
RIGHTS DIDN'T CURE.
afternoon together.
It's safe to say Pitts isn't one to simply sit
around and chew the fat about societal ills.
He puts his talents and time where his mouth
is-or at least where his lens is. His current
projects both deal with the injustice black people are up against around the world. The first,
the nearly completed Just Recycle It, is a documentary about the revolving-door prison system
in America and how it affects blacks. "It's based
on how they recycle the brothers in and out of
jail for cocaine [and other drugs]. And they don't
talk about treating the problem, because they
just want to recycle the brothers. I see this guy,
he recycles cans. So I started looking at us as
a unit being recycled, and since we 're being
recycled, this is a perfect picture for me. He's
recycling cans, and he's being recycled, too. I'm
focusing on one guy, but this is every guy. He's
a replica of the rest of the people. It should be
shot, and nobody's looking at that."
The other film in progress, as yet untitled,
focuses on Africa and the problems of "starvation, AIDS and human responsibility " there. Pitts
plans to return to the continent soon to finish
shooting.
Pitts' other large-scale project-which he is planning but hasn't begun execution of-is trying to
set up centers throughout Chicago where people
of different communities and ethnicities can
interact with each other via cameras and televisions. Pitts sees communication as the only
way to chip away at racism, and his solution
as the next logical evolutionary step from cable
access and a comfortable way for different
ethnic groups to exchange ideas. "[The idea is],
you stay in your own area, but let's talk about it.
Whatever the deal is, let's talk about it. And we
can't fail that way. At least we're talking. I know
eventually that might be stopped because that's
dangerous, that's connecting all of these people.
That's power. That's saying, we can talk to each
other-which I know we can, but they don't want
that to happen."

The "they" to which Pitts refers is omnipresent
in his conversation. It is the media, the government, the institutionalized racism that he says
Civil Rights didn't cure. He believes in grassroots action to unify, question and exchange
ideas, and to find the best solutions to social
inequality, no matter where they come from.
"Who's got the better way? Let's work it, man,
that's cool. That's filmmaking. Filmmaking
taught me that. The best one wins."
In the meanwhile, Pitts-who constantly refers
to himself as an "old man"-is keeping busy.
Whether it's working with the homeless an
neighborhood kids with his wife (for which Pitts
was inducted into the Senior Citizen's Hall of
Fame) or continuing to work at Columbia, though
he's no longer in the classroom. "He's always
messing with everybody," says Mike Bright, an
assistant in the Film Department, who recently
accompanied Pitts to Washington, D.C. to film
protests of the war in Afghanistan. "But he's
always willing to help. That's a wonderful thing
for someone with his reputation." Bright says
that around campus, when you say the name
Ronn Pitts, the first thing most people do is
smile. "I like to laugh," Pitts exclaims. "I don't
like serious things, not really. I think seriously
when I'm shooting, but I like to be silly. I'm
talking serious about some of the facts-l'm
serious about that-but I'm a silly, uncomplicated person. My kids think I'm silly, most of the
people at Columbia think I'm silly. And I am!" g
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CREATIVE WRITING

"My ta,'k. .. by the
power (i tl1e written
word...i.r, before
all, to make you ,·ee."

(45 SemrsU>r H ow·_
\)

-JOSEPH CONRAD

FINE ARTS
IN

Randa ll Albers, John Schultz, Betti'
Sh iflett, Andrew Allegretti, Ann .
H emenway, Pa tricia Ann McNair,
Sh aw n Shirlett, Gary joh nson, r:ric
May, joe Menu, Alex is Pride, Antonia
Logue, and visiting -w riters in reside nce, includ ing Nationa l Book
Award winner C harles J ohn~Hm,
Irvi ne Welsh, john Edga r Wide man,
A. Manette A nsay, Edwidge Danticat,
Sherman Alexic, Dorothy Allison,
Richa rd Price, Henry Louis Gates, ) r.,
Bharati Mukherj ee, Yan Geling, April
Sincl ai r, Bill Roorbach, Joyce Carol
Oates, Ana Castillo, Ja ne Hamilton,
Nawal El Saadawi, Elizabeth Berg,
Paule Marshall, Scott Ru.sell Sanders,
H ube rt Selby, Jr., james Alan
McPherson, Dav id Bradley, Harry
Mark Petrakis, Louise Meriwethe r,
Dougla s Unger, Ted Solotaroff,
Wesley Brown, C. Michael C urtis,
Va le rie Wilson Wesley, j i- Li Jiang,
and Sheri Holma n.
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oHCrs courses in science
histo rical flu ion. creative nonfiction,
adnpmtion of prose fiction to script,
ed iting and publishing,
ing, and historical
to
the study of farnous \.Vri te rs' writing
.
The annual publication
h~t s three titn es
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The judges said of' Hair
"liig, energetic,
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PHOTOGRAPHS BY MELISSA ANN PINNEY

In 1999, Columbia College Photography faculty member
Melissa Ann Pinney garnered a prestigious Guggenheim
Fellowship. Her forthcoming book, Regarding Emma:
Photographs of American Girlhood, is expected in 2003
(Center for American Places/Columbia College). The book
is a collection of photos that spring-boarded from a longterm photo project called "Feminine Identity" that Pinney
began back in 1987.

(ABOVE) ICE CREAM SOCIAL, EVANSTON , 2001
I LOVE THE CONTRAST OF THE OLDER WOMAN ' S
FORMAL DRESS (INCLUDING HAT, MATCHING
EARRINGS AND NECKLACE) WITH THE CASUA L
PLAY CLOTHES OF THE OTHER PEOPLE. I NOTICE
ALL THE HANDS IN THIS PICTURE, THE SOCIAL
MIX OF THREE GENERATIONS AND THE PATTERN
OF FIGURES, SHOES AND LEAVES SCATTERED
ACROSS THE PICTURE FRAME.

(PREVIOUS PAGE) EMMA AND KIARA , 2001
MY DAUGHTER EMMA AND HER FRIEND
KIARA PAINTED THEIR LEGS AND ARMS IN
AN ATTEMPT TO LOOK LIKE SISTERS . THEY
WANTED TO SIT TOGETHER AT THE BEACH
(AWAY FROM PARENTS ) AND PRET END
THEY WERE TEENAGERS.
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"The pictures in this series," writes Pinney in the preface to her book,
"look ahead to older women, then back to girlhood to see how our
dreams and expectations of women are made visible; how feminine identity is constructed, taught and communicated between mothers and
daughters." Given these thematic elements, no surprise, then, that the
title of the book gives a nod of appreciation to Pinney's own daughter,
Emma. But if the old saying holds true about 1,000 words and pictures,
let's let the images do the talking . ...

(BELOW) ROGER AND EMMA, EVANSTON, 1998
IMAGES OF FATHERS AND DAUGHTERS
SEEM TO BE RELATIVELY RARE. PERHAPS
THIS IS BECAUSE MEN ARE MORE LIKELY
TO BE THE PHOTOGRAPHER THAN THE
MODEL IN THE FAMILY (THINK CALLAHAN ,
GOWIN, MEATYARD) .

Writing Rock nRoll ~
I

\\k~ rock:-n-roll.

P.ut a other
rt\lart'er
.
th
\:
p tn
e
j k:ebox, baby
Rock critics help us weed out the the
good songs from the forgettable.
A discussion with Chicago's preeminent
music critics, presented by Gravity magazine
as part of Columbia College Chicago 's
Creative Non-Fiction Week.
Chicago's leading music critics discuss language,
credibility and keeping it real in a rock-n-roll world
gone totally mad. Featuring a panel including:
Dave Chamberlain (Newcity),
Jim DeRogatis (Chicago Sun-Times),
Greg Kot (Chicago Tribune),
Peter Margasak (Chicago Reader).

Thursday November 14th, 3 p.m.
Ferguson Theater,
600 S. Michigan, Columbia College Chicago.
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en m1ss1on
TO THE LIGHTHOUSE
BY CARL KOZLOWSKI
PHOTOS BY STEVE GARRETT

Think of your biggest fear. Is it dying-either too
young or alone? Or is it living in a much starker
way than you are now-losing the love and support of your family and friends , or perhaps losing
the killer career you've got going?
Or maybe it's losing it all and becoming
homeless.
It could happen. To any of us .
Scary, huh? Definitely more frightening than
eating grasshoppers on Fear Factor. But thankfully, there are places that can help those who
have hit rock bottom and find the city 's sidewalks and alleys their home . The Pacific Garden
Mission , at 646 South State Street, is , perhaps,
the city's most famous shelter. Since 1877, it's
provided the city 's homeless a place to shower,
eat and sleep . Not only that, it gives them a
ch ance to become Christians and , hopefully,

discover life direction in the process.
The Mission is a bit of a mystery to Columbia
College citizens, who see it teeming with not
only the homeless but also sailors in full
uniform. For others, the Mission isn't merely an
enigmatic homeless shelter. Relations between
it and some of its neighbors have been strained
over the years. Barbara Lynne , president of the
Near South Planning Board , a coalition of businesses and property owners seeking to develop
the region from Jackson to 35th Street, said
that the Mission 's presence creates both an
image and safety concern for area residents.
For instance, a few buildings away is Jones
High School, and parents of those students
worry about their children 's well-being.
" I've walked the gauntlet past the Mission 's
res idents as they wait to enter for the night

many times, and as a woman it makes me very
uncomfortable," said Lynne. "It also doesn't help
the image of the neighborhood to have hundreds
of men standing outside."
Lynne said that the board and city tried to
negotiate a relocation for the Mission 15 years
ago, but the shelter opted to stay, so that the
homeless will always know where to go. "It just
feels like, shouldn't it be some other neighborhood's turn? Yet any time you try to relocate, it
becomes a classic case of aldermen saying,
'Not in my backyard.'"
Caught in the middle of all this is the Mission
staff. Phil Kwiatkowski, known affectionately as
"Pastor Phil," serves as the mission's VP of Ministry and thinks that
its efforts are worthwhile, its presence in the Loop necessary.
"Most of the neighborhood complaints are based on ignorance and a lack of
understanding of what we do here," he said. "The times have changed but the
results never do, and there is nothing more rewarding than seeing an addict
become a clean and working member of society.''
Lynne acknowledges there is a need for homeless shelters, but just not in the
South Loop. "[They have] done a lot of good over the years, especially when
they used to have men work as day laborers on construction projects.''
The debate will continue, especially now that the South Loop is gentrifying so
quickly. So, with curiosity piqued by all the political and philosophical wrangling,
Gravity asked me to discover what goes on behind the doors of the Mission.
Who are these men who line up, night after night, for a meal and a bed?
My assignment was to get a glimpse of a homeless shelter from the inside out.
In the last six years, I've offered myself up as a local Jackass of
Journalism-spending days as an actor trapped inside an inflatable dinosaur
suit, injuring myself five times in three months while training to be in a circus,
and joining the Guardian Angels subway justice team for two weeks. But after
spending a night at the Mission-a night in which I saw three fistfights, two
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ejections from church services, had my life
threatened over breakfast, and stripped naked
and showered in front of over 100 fellow
guests-l'd have to say this was probably
the riskiest, most eye-opening thing I ever
pulled off.
This is the story of one night of life on the
inside at a homeless shelter. Now that I've
gone for you, pray you'll never have to
experience it yourself.
The Mission is nicknamed the Old Lighthouse
for its blazing red neon cross hanging below

locked out of my apartment at the start of
August. My friends were letting me crash on
their couches, but no one was home for the
weekend and I didn 't know where else to go
(thankfully, all false). They accepted my story,
no questions asked. However, I did have to fake
my way through some identification paperwork.
As I sat waiting in the lobby, the head guard
gestured at me, lifting a pretend spoon to his
mouth. He opened and closed his mouth, his
movements vaguely resembling eating. I couldn't tell if he was taunting me that I'd missed

"NOW YOU'RE A FIRST TIMER HERE, SO YOU NEED TO TELL 'EM THAT," SAID
TONY. "IT GUARANTEES YOU A BED INSTEAD OF SLEEPING ON A FLOOR MAT.
THEY'LL LOOK OUT FOR YOU A LITTLE MORE TOO."
the sign "Christ Died For Our Sins." Sharply
dressed security guards stand outside the
Mission. All staffers wear crisp shirts and ties,
subtly commanding respect while offering the
same to those who enter by calling them "sir"
and "gentlemen."
I came in on a balmy Friday afternoon, figuring
that like anything downtown, things are always
hopping more on the weekend. Before heading
there, I did some prep work: I didn't shower for
two days, grew a three-day beard, mussed up
my hair, wrinkled a shirt with a couple of small
holes in it and loaded all my dirty laundry into
a large duffel bag. I also made sure there were
other beds available so that I didn't take one
from someone who really needed it.
In case anyone asked , I prepared a back story
of my life. I had lost my prior job in May (true),
and had finally run out of money and was

dinner or asking if I still wanted to eat. Finally,
I realized I was in a shelter, so of course he
wasn't being cruel. I took him up on the offer.
Dinner takes place in the Mission's basement
kitchen. I was near the back of the night's
racially and generationally diverse 90-man dinner line and wound up seated next to a guy who
looked like Rog from What's Happening? He was
barking out orders like "Cover your face when
you cough!" or "Quit stealing all the ice cubes!"
Those around him whimpered excuses before
deciding to simply ignore him.
The Mission never issues forks and knives, just
spoons. This is to prevent guests from using
sharp objects against each other (they even
took my pens away before I went to bed). While
waiting for the main entree-red beans, rice
and a chicken breast sandwich-! noticed three
pastries laid out at every seat. I picked up a

ASKED IF I WANTED A GLOB OF SHAMPOO SHOT INTO MY HAND, I SAID YES.
I LEAPT IN FOR A TIGHTLY TIMED THREE-MINUTE SHOWER. THREE MINUTES
WERE PLENTY, THOUGH. I MADE A MAD DASH TO THE "LINEN MAN,"

cheese Danish, chomping down on my first bite
just as Rog turned to me and warned, "That may
look good, but I'd be checking the date if I was
you." Indeed, the Dominick's container it came
out of indicated that it had expired three days
before. No one else was eating his either.
After dinner, I decided to look for someone who
could show me the ropes of life on the inside,
just like newcomers do in prison flicks. I lucked
out and found two: an older guy named Tony
who looked like he could be Jesse Jackson's
father, and one who reminded me of the immortal Grady from Sanford and Son. Tony calmly rattled off information that made me wish I'd had
the nerve to sneak a tape recorder in here.
"Now you're a first-timer here, so you need to
tell 'em that," said Tony. "It guarantees you a
. bed instead of sleeping on a floor mat. They'll
look out for you a little more , too."
He began with the night's schedule. It was now
6:45, and we 'd have to wait in an auditorium full
of hard plastic chairs until the nightly church
service at 8. Then we go upstairs to get ready
for bed.
"What's that involve?" I asked.
Tony chuckled. "You gotta take a shower!"
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"What?! Are they private showers at least?"
I asked.

With that introduction to life in the Mission,
it was time for church.

He laughed again.

The Pacific Garden Mission holds church
services three times a day-an after-dinner
main service at 8 p.m., a pre-lunch 11:30 a.m.
service, and-to kickstart your day for Jesus
at an insanely early hour-a pre-breakfast one
at 5:30a.m.

"We got up to 156 men a night having to take
showers, there's no time for privacy. You just
get in there and go!"
The thought of a group shower terrified me.
In fact, it was the reason I avoided PE class
throughout high school and spent three years
in Junior ROTC instead, even though I hate guns.
And now, here I was, a 31-year-old journalist
and fate was catching up to me. I hoped that
this was the first, and last, time I ever get
naked for a story.
If you want to sleep in a bed, you have to shower. This keeps the beds free of bugs obtained
from street living. If you refuse to shower, you
either head back out on the streets or sleep on
a mat on the floor. Leaving wasn't an option for
me. And I, for sure , wasn't sleeping with a floor
full of hygiene dodgers.
"Just be glad you're not out in the street.
Anything is better than being out on the street
or the trains with stankyass tramps and motherfuckers with guns or knives," Tony explained.
"You don't know who's gonna be tryin' to kill
you next."

"You only let a man sleep from 10:30 at
night until four in the morning, then make him
sit and wait in hard plastic chairs until 5:45,
and he ain't gonna be pleasant," said Grady.
"Eventually, a man just gets bumped against
the wrong way and he'll snap!"
A group of ministers and members, all
Caucasian men, from a church in South Holland
took the stage at the front of the auditorium
and asked us to sing a song called "Victory
in Jesus." A few guests huffed, "Here we go
again." About half joined in, a capella
and off-key.
After it came to a crashing finish, the worship
leader whipped out a tape player with a tinny
pre-recorded keyboard track for us to sing along
with. The result was eerie, like listening to a
primitive record, and threw off everyone's
timing. There's nothing quite like hearing 90

men singing the Lord 's praises while completely
out of key and out of unison.
When the music ended and preaching began,
a man in front lunged toward the stage. The
burly security guards closed in and pulled him
up the ai sle .
"You can 't kick me out! I'm from Minneapolis! "
he shrieked. "I' m just trying to share the love
we have for Chicago from Minneapolis! "
Someone said, "That ain 't the Lord tal kin ',
that 's Satan!"
"Thank the Lord for Minneapolis! Praise Jesus!
Now as I was saying .. .. ," said the minister.
Forty-five minutes later, a staffer took the mike
and rem inded us of the rules. "Rule one, don't
come in here drunk or planning to drink alcohol
while on the premises . Two, keep a positive
attitude and be respectful of everyone," he
said. "And three , don 't have sex with yourself
or others. Now God bless and good night!"
The night's other two "first-timers " and I were
called to the front of the line. We were heading
to the shower. In the changing room, I stripped
my clothes off and placed them on a hanger,
tagged with a number that coincided to the bunk
bed I was assigned. I had to hand the hanger

over to an attendant, who placed it in the
Hotbox, a sauna-like room where all the
clothes are locked up for the night.
"Why do they do that? " I had asked Tony earlier.
'"Cause the heat's gotta kill all the bugs in
the clothing. You never know what people got
in there!" he said .
The only thing protecting my privates en route to
the shower stall (curtainless, of course) were my
shoes, which housed my wallet and keys that
I had forgotten to hide. The keys drew arched
eyebrows from two guards.
Before I stepped in the shower, I was asked if
I wanted a glob of shampoo shot into my hand.
I said yes. Then I leapt in for a tightly timed
three-minute shower. Three minutes were plenty,
though. I made a mad dash to the "linen man ,"
who took my towel and handed me a pullover,
an oversized doctor scrub-like shirt that,
according to one staffer, made me look "just
like Fred Flintstone."
I lingered awake past the 10:30 "lights out,"
well aware of my chronic snoring problem and
the fact that this could anger my fellow roomies.
Instead , I heard a symphony of other snores,
and in its own strange way, this was reassuring.
And with the glow of warm lamps shining at low

levels on the fringes of the room to ensure safe
passage for bathroom and water runs, the whole
atmosphere conjured up the image of a giant
orphanage for adults. Amid all the sleepy breathing, I found one sound missing: the sound of the
streets . In its place: peace.
I looked to either side of my bed and saw two
elderly men , freed from a night of desolation
because of the efforts of this shelter. Finally,
I fell asleep with a quiet prayer of thanks that
I was safe.
At 4 a.m., the wakeup bell rang. By 5:45, we
were all back in the auditorium, back to the
church service and, incredibly, another ejection.
I stayed for breakfast, until the guy sitting next
to me called me a "filthy muthafucka" when I
extended my arm over his juice cup. He thought
fleas from my clothes would leap into his cup.
And yes, that last exchange made me call it a
day at 6:50 a.m. It was the last time I would
ever go to the lighthouse. God willing. g
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Down Time
How a full-time student with a full-time job and
a family to raise still finds time to create
BY LUKE MICHAELS
PHOTOGRAPHY BY LAURA BROWN

So you're in search of that always elusive
time to write, eh? With work and family
responsibilities competing with your every
waking hour, you snatch a half-hour to write
during your lunch break and steal another
on the train ride home at the end of the
day. Then what?
Well, if you're like me, you'll have a multitude
of tasks awaiting you when you push open the
front door-tasks to do before you can even
think of putting pen to paper. First, there's the
dog. She needs a walk. Then there 's
the baby, who always seems to need a fresh
diaper on his pasty rump the moment I walk
in. Then dinner, and a fine dinner it is,
because my wife is nothing if not a great
cook. Yeah, right. Then we're off
to baseball or basketball practice. Yes,
I have to go. I am the coach, after all.
I spend the next few hours helping
the two older boys, my 7th and 4th
grader, with homework. That, or I'm
refereeing their fights. (The 7th
grader may be bigger and stronger,
but the 4th grader is much
nastier-he's good with his teeth
and his kicks are always wellaimed.) And then there's my wife,
again. She 's much more than
merely a cook. Much like the
dog, she needs some attention,
too. Unfortunately, she requires
more than a walk. So I tell her
a few sweet nothings. Then
and only then do I have time
to write, roughly between
the hours of 11 p.m.
to 1:30 a.m.
But I must tell you right
here and now that was
my old routine. Everything has changed .
Now I have an abundance of time for writing, for
my sons , and for my wife.
How did this change occur,
you ask? I got a city job.
Three years ago , I landed a job with the City
of Chicago as a laborer. During your travels
about the streets of the city, chances are
you 've probably come across me . I'm one of

those guys who drives around all day in
a baby blue van with the words Streets and
Sanitation notched onto the side doors. You
may have seen me napping in my van under
a viaduct around the corner from your house,
or maybe you saw me parked at the Dunkin'
Donuts lot over at Belmont and Kimball.
I love their vanilla Long Johns and require
two of them to start my day. Now my job
title says I'm a maintenance technicianpretty impressive, eh? But, mostly I do a
whole lot of nothing. Streets and San jobs
are good that way. They're not exactly taxing
on the brain or body. Since the job doesn't
require me to do much, I have a lot of downtime. Rather than sit in the tavern with the
old-time city workers, I write. When I come
home , I have plenty of energy for the family,
and my writing is done .
This city job is also fertile ground in other
ways. I run into people on a daily basis who
make me scratch my head and say, what
swamp did that dumbass crawl out of? And
as a lifelong Chicagoan, I always thought I
knew the city like the back of my cliched hand.
But I was wrong. Dead wrong. I'm seeing shit
now on my travels that I never even knew
existed. These city people and places are
finding their way into my writing. They're
sprouting into characters and neighborhoods
in my stories.
So maybe you're asking yourself, why is this
ignoramus sharing this information?
Well , I want you to be happy. Finding the time
to write is hard. If you 're not coming up with
enough time, you need to be more creative.
You can do what I did. Get on the horn to your
local alderman or some other clout-heavy
hombre and tell him you'd like a city jobpreferably in the Streets and San Department.
And before you know it, you 'll be cruising the
streets in a baby blue van of your own with
your laptop attached to the cigarette lighter,
pumping out words on a daily basis. And then
when you finish that first novel, you dedicate it
to your wife and kids . Hell, no . Your dedication
page will probably read something like this:
To the Honorable Richard M. Daley, Mayor of
Chicago , and to my friends at the Department
of Streets and San-thanks for giving me the
time to write. g
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From Project to
Partnership
The Executive Director of the Office
of Community Arts Partnerships
Explains Her Mission
BY JULIE SIMPSON
PHOTO BY BOB KUSEL

When the newly formed Office of Community
Arts Partnerships at Columbia College
embarked on its first major initiative, the
Urban Missions Project, in 1998, its goal
was clear: to support the College in its
commitment to nurture and develop
opportunities for "civic engagement" within
the communities of which it is a part. OCAP
resolved to draw on the expertise of both the
community organizations and the College to
form meaningful partnerships for creating
high-quality, arts-based programs for young
people. The Urban Missions Project joined
Columbia College's departments of Theater,
Academic Computing, Fiction Writing,
Photography, Visual Arts and Television
in partnership with four community-based
organizations: Duncan YMCA/Chemin Center
for the Arts, Street-Level Youth Media,
Association House of Chicago and Free
Street Programs.
Four years later, what began as experimental,
collaborative projects between departments
and organizations has evolved into a set of
strong and ongoing true partnerships, where
each partner recognizes and benefits from the
talents and strengths of the other. That sense
of partnership is reflected in the results: Split
Second, the third book of young people's writing to spring from the unique collaboration of
Free Street Programs and the Fiction Writing
Department, was published last spring. And
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in the Television Department, staff members
from Street-Level Youth Media, such as Tim
Densmore, routinely visit classes and give
workshops as "ambassadors of alternative
video and art programming," as Densmore
describes it.
These partnerships did not develop automatically, however-they were instead the result
of years of long, hard work and serious
commitment. In the past, community-based
organizations (CBOs) often found that resourcerich institutions dominated relationships and
often pushed smaller CBOs to commit to
programs that were not created collaboratively,
and that stretched their capacity and mission.
Most CBOs did not trust higher education
institutions-they felt these partnerships
did not give them appropriate authority over
program design and administration, and they
felt used or not equitably rewarded for their
involvement. A common ground for newand equitable-relationships had to be built
before effective projects or partnerships could
move forward.
OCAP is moving into its fifth year with the
Urban Missions program as it takes on the
exciting new challenge of embracing four new
community partners and several more college
departments. Columbia College Chicago has
always been about making art and making
change, and OCAP is working to make the
College's mission a reality. g

A BOOK YOU
NEED TO READ
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Anthony Lane
Nobody's Perfect:

Selected Writings from
the New Yorker Knopf

A CD YOU
NEED NOW
Dalek
From Filthy Tongue

of Gods and Griots
Ipecac Recordings

A three-man hip-hop crew
composed of MC Dalek and
producers Oktopus and Still,
Dalek's debut full-length drops
a darkwave sound awash in lush
bass, unsettling effects and
constant time-signature flipsaside from the raps, the production doesn't stray far from one
of Dalek's Bay Area contemporaries, DJ Shadow. Dalek the
MC tugs the action forward,
dropping ultra-chill and concrete
rhymes that reference everything
from Dali to Kerouac, but the
raps and production go hand-inhand here. The bulky, quasiindustrial Hold Tight ebbs and
flows like an urban hurricane,
slowing and speeding along to
an increasingly dark horizon. On
Troubled Brethren, Dalek references the global slant taken by
Company Flow, casually integrating tabla and bok into the mix,
rounded out by jeep-cracking
bass and a nearly visual flow.
Don't let the record label throw
you (Ipecac normally is devoted
to art-metai)-Dalek stands on
the sharpest part of hip-hop's
cutting edge.
-Dave Chamberlain

Every February, the New Yorker
celebrates its anniversary with
an anachronistic-seeming cover
portraying Eustace Tilley, a highhatted, high-collared fop who
examines a butterfly with a monocle held at arm's length. Take a
peek at the author's photo on
the back of the magazine's film
critic Anthony Lane's new book,
Nobody's Perfect, a 752-page
plenitude of his prose since
1993, and you'll see Eustace in
the flesh. Lane's known among
film critics as one of the finest
writers who should write about
anything but cinema. Admittedly,
resentment does run high in the
trade: Heap a range of writers
who write about movies in a
room and it's sure to turn into
a hen party, with snooze-worthy
battle tales about editors wronging writers and other writers
who write in weakly or-God
forbid!-with self-proud flourish.
For someone who spends 360
pages disdaining the likes of
Pearl Harbor and Halloween H20,
Anthony Lane is one witty, highspirited writer. Lesser word
wranglers have reason to envy
the easy luster of his prose. But
Lane doesn't just write about
film. The 40-year-old, Cambridgeeducated writer's omnibus is a
bipolar doorstop, with the second
half comprised of longer appreciations of great writers and other
artists. It's these latter essays
that do more than sparkle with
cosmopolitan wit, never having
to resort to the Teflon scorn of
his pummeling of silly Hollywood
product. He's particularly good
writing on Pynchon, Nabokov,
German novelist W.G. Sebald,
and great, timeless filmmakers Robert Bresson, Preston
Sturges, Buster Keaton and
Jacques Tati. Photogrpaherfilmmaker Robert Klein is
a particular favorite of
Lane's (and mine) and it
is, well, picture-perfect.
-Ray Pride

A CD YOU
MUST HEAR
PuffyAmiYumi
Illustrated History

Bar/ None Records

As the poster girls for J-pop
perfection , Puffy AmiYumi have
sold millions of records in their
native Japan. In fact, they are so
huge they've even spawned their
own television show and a line
of action figures. Known simply
as "Puffy" in their country, this
trend-setting female duo packs
an arsenal of memorable-afterone-listen melodies. Perhaps it
is because the vast majority of
Puffy's music is sung in Japanese
that massive and well-deserved
mainstream success has eluded
them on these shores. But lyrics
in foreign tongues haven't
deterred the Pottery Barn set
from gobbling up Bossanova disks
to go with their candle purchases.
Music transcends language and
because of this, Puffy is staged
for very big things. With An
Illustrated History the band's second U.S. release, Ami Onuki and
Yumi Yoshimura cull some of their
very best tracks from four of their
Japanese releases tailor-made for
an audience courageous enough
to admit that Abba, ELO and the
Bee Gees were behemoths of
masterful pop song-craft. Fusing
everything from garage to disco
to Jellyfish-inspired baroque,
An Illustrated History is a candycoated mosaic primed for the
sweet-toothes of pop purists.
-Sam Weller

A GAME
YOU MUST PLAY
NCAA Football 2003
EA Sports

Not only does EA Sports's NCAA
Football 2003 boast superb
gameplay, with gruesome-but
technically sound-tackles and
collisions , but this is the fan's
game. Unlike many titles that
cater to bullshit arcade thirty-step
drops and circus grabs, unless
you understand football, 2003
will be lost on you. Running backs
must stick to their blockers (no
more busting outside on each
down for six) and the passing
game is a frustratingly accurate
task of accounting for all defensive personnel at the line and
adjusting to disguised blitzing
schemes immediately after the
snap. It's enough to make Ryan
Leaf a sympathetic character.
This is as close as most of us
will ever get to Division 1-A ball.
-Joe Jarvis
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Ten years after graduating Warren Township
High School, recording artist JOAN HAMMEL,
class of 1986, was inducted into its Hall of
Fame. Joan is a member of the Columbia
College Alumni Advisory Council. She has
performed at the Olympics in Salt Lake City
and at a special August mass for Cardinal
George at Holy Name Cathedral. She is
leader of her 10-piece band, Park Avenue.
Photography major JIM ZIELINSKI , class
of 1987, is a senior game designer with
Incredible Technologies in Arlington Heights,
IL. His speciality is designing video golf courses.
Zielinski was recently interviewed in the Chicago
Tribune's On the Job section. Although he has
designed all the virtual holes and golf courses
for games like Golden Tee Fore!, Jim says he's
lucky to break 100 in real life.
JAY BONANSINGA' S, class of 1988, novel

The Killer Game is being made into a movie
starring Wesley Snipes as a burned-out
assassin who takes a hit out on himself.
MARC SELZ, class of 1990, brought his indie
film, Short Cut Road to a sold-out crowd at the
North Shore Center for the Performing Arts this
last July.

MISSION: ACCOMPLISHED
BY JERYL LEVIN

ER, class of 1959, is an
PETER SCHL
18-time Emmy Award winner That number is
not a typo. Schlesinger's caree has spanned
work asp ogram director at KCOP-TV, executive
producer of 15 Broadway Show specials,
executive producer of Disneyland specials
a d executive producer of Li e Concerts from
the rtollywood Bowl. He has also served as
governor of the Academy of Arts and Sciences.

order (and we do mean scru ptious!) inclu iQg
Rasp ercy MarziRan Torte , Lemon Custard
Torte and Chocolate Hazelnut.
ROSALAND BAKER, class of 1983, was recent-

ly spotted with a talking giraffe in a national ad
campaign for Toys "R " Us. Guess she doesn't
wanna grow up. She's a Toys "R" Us kid.
FRANK DIAZ, class of 1983, is the technology
and telecom reporter for Caribbean Business ,
a weekly newspaper out of San Juan,
Puerto Rico.
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MITA SALDANA, class of 1990, owns Against
the Grain, located in the Old Town district of
Albuquerque, NM. Saldana says her mission
is to provide a fully-rounded book-arts space,
including teaching classes in bookmaking and
binding techniques. In addition to her studio,
Agai nst the Grain sells everything one needs
to make thelr books . It has also become a

supplier), donated to Columbia the chair used
in the movie. It will be auctioned off at a future
date to benefit the "Alumni Scholarship Fund."
JASON DRAKE, class of 1994, is a wrestling

Web site columnist. Check him out at
www.3strandwrestling.com
Arts and Entertainment Management grad
VINCENT WILLIAMS, class of 1995, is

founder and president of the Black
Theater Alliance Awards, Inc.
MIKE O'REILLEY, class of 1995, is working
with his friend Bela Lugosi, Jr. on the first
two volumes of Bela Lugosi Presents, a
DVD series that will archive the Hungarian
actor's films . O'Reilley is restoring movie art
and family photos, which are included in
the series. He is also remastering
most of Lugosi's public domain films.
RICH SILVERMAN , class of 1996, is a
screenwriter and self-described " professional neurotic" who currently reads
scripts for Beacon Pictures.
LANA FERTELMEISTER , class of 1997, is
the owner of Lana, a women 's boutique on
Chicago's Mag Mile. Lana features cuttingedge designers and unique fashions. As a
dean's list graduate with a concentration
in fashion business and public relations,
Fertelmeister kicked off her career as the
youngest director of marketing for Bigsby
and Kruthers. Post B&K, Fertelmeister
started her own high-end clothing line
sold at Nordstroms and boutiques nationwide. Now high-energy Fertelmeister
is concentrating on expanding her store
and starting a jewelry line.
MARK NEWBAUER , class of 1998, is

editing for nonfic ion programming (single or
multi-eamera) for Survivor: Marquesas,
"Two Peas in a Pod."
KAVITA V? I~A,.I , class of 1990, is national
senior director of meaia services for Comcast
Cable Communications in Philadelphia, PA.
~"""..;;;;....;~~ -

and GEORGE TILLMAN'S,
class of 1990 and 1991, Barbershop was
screened on September 9 at a special event
hosted by Columbia College Chicago, the
Burnham Plaza Theater and Gioco Restaurant.
The blockbuster hit was No. 1 at the box office
for two weeks after its September 13 national
release. The film, shot in Chicago, cost $11
million to make and revenues have, at press
time, surpassed $54 million. Alumna Kristen
Johnson's father, John Gaski, a beauty shop-

producing Fish in a Barrel starring comedian
Andy Dick (another CCC alum), through his
production company Mike the Pike Films.
The filming commences April and May 2003,
in Sylvan Lake and Rome City, IN . Fish in
a Barrel is a fish story about "gambling,
true love and the wonders of microsurgery."
Film/Video grad CHAD ROHRBACK, class
of 1999, was Jude Law's personal assistant
on the Road to Perdition. Rohrback spent
two months showing Law and his family the
Chicago sights, including taking in a Cubs
game and the museums. Chad said Law
"couldn't have been a nicer person." He
even got his own water. Rohrback is currently
working in a Chicago post-production house
and as an independent filmmaker plans to
film his next project-a digital video-around
his hometown of Kalamazoo, MI.

C. BRYCE FULLER , class of 2000, is a

screenwriter and freelance story editor for
various production companies, including
Tillman and Teitel's State Street Pictures
at Fox 2000.
NAVID MCIIHARGEY, class of 2000, is
an executive at Revolution Studios, where
he has developed films from Tomcats to XXX.
SARAH SCHROEDER , class of 2000, is

management associate at Rigberg Roberts
Rugolo, with plans to move into management
and producing there.
Fiction Writing grad (masters program)
MICHAEL BLACK , class of 2000, published

his debut novel, A Killing Frost, published
by Five Star. Black has worked for 25 years
as a police officer and SWAT team leader in
Chicago's south suburbs. He brings that
experience to the character of Ron Shade,
a down-and-out private eye whose fate changes
when an old friend appears with a mysterious
case. Writer Sara Paretsky said, "Ron Shade is
a great addition to the world of private eyes."
Film/Video graduate ADAM REHMEIER ,
class of 2000, is the second unit director
on Northfork, planned for release later
this year. The film is directed by Mark and
Michael Polish and features Nick Nolte,
James Wood, Daryl Hannah, Anthony
Edwards and Peter Coyote.
P IGE WEISSMAN , class of 2000, is

audience producer for The Jenny Jones Show.
DANIEL CUSTER , class of 2001, is a freelance
graphic designer and visual effect artist in LA.
He has created graphics for documentaries on
A&E, The History Channel, CNN and the
Weather Channel.
CHRISTOPHER ROACH , class of 2001, is

a production assistant for Chain Camera
Pictures, a company that makes documentaries
for HBO 's American Undercover. He is also
working on his movies for Distinguished
Rascals.
JOSEPH ULREY, class of 2001, is a reporter

and weather anchor at NBC affiliate WBOY-TV,
in West Virginia.
JENNIFER KELLY , class of 2001, is marketing

assistant and publicity coordinator for Clear
Channel Entertainment.

Prairie Avenue Bookshop
418 South Wabash Avenue, 312.922.8311

When distinguished architects enter the Prairie
Avenue Bookshop for the first, second, or even
tenth time, there is a definite change in their
demeanor, if only for a moment. "They're like
kids in a candy store," says store manager
Beth Eifrig, who's worked at the bookshop
since she moved from Indiana 14 years ago.
In that first moment, even the most accomplished giants of design-men and women
who have lent their names to lines of tea
kettles and toilet brushes at Target, who
give beauty and character to skylineseven they lose their cool at the sight of
all those books. Prairie Avenue's shelves
hold more than 15,000 new titles, with
another several thousand in the rare and
out-of-print section , making it the largest
architectural bookstore in the world.
Although superstar architects like Rem
Koolhaas and Richard Meier stop here when
they pass through town, nonprofessionals and
lesser-known designers and architects make up
the bulk of the customer base. "It's just overwhelming, no matter who you are," says Eifrig.
Wilbert Hasbrouck, who owns the shop with
his wife, Marilyn, designed the Wabash Avenue
space as an homage to the Prairie School and
a working model of the couple's notion of
an ideal browsing room for architecture
and design books.
A visit to the shop will teach you a lot about
the surrounding buildings in the Loop and the
larger field of Midwestern design. The book-
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shop was born when the
Hasbroucks founded the
Prairie Avenue Press in
1961 to expose the work
of the Chicago School of
Architects to a national
audience through books
and monographs.
The bookshop itself is a
proof of concept, showing
that architecture can create
spaces at once cavernous and
cozy. It's a busy, disheveled bookstore-crowded without being musty,
professional without being sterile.
"People spend whole days here," says Eifrig.
"First thing in the morning, they pull a stack
of books from the shelves, stake out their
spot, and stick around until closing, with a
break for lunch." Prairie Avenue's inviting
layout even provides haute spots for
napping-there are comfy couches designed
by Stanley Figerman, an old Scottish bankers
table surrounded by high-backed , imperiallooking white chairs, plus chairs by Le
Corbusier and Mies van der Rohe. Customers fall asleep in the van der Rohe
chairs all the time, says Eifrig. Rather than
shoo slumbering customers , the staff finds
it's good for business. No matter what, says
Eifrig, "Everything sells. No matter what we
stock, someone is going to need it."
So dream on.

got a

for US?
e-mail us at g-spots@gravity.colum.edu.
SpOt

Standing Room Only
610 South Dearborn Street, 312.360.1776
Brothers and restaurant owners Dino and
Tom Bezanes have a thing for tight spaces.
Until the early 1990s, their favorite nights out
were spent waiting in line for standing room
tickets at Chicago Stadium. "On Wednesdays
and Sundays , we'd catch the Blackhawks,"
says Tom Bezanes , "and on Thursdays and
Saturdays we 'd cram in for the Bulls ."
In 1993, when the Chicago-born brothers
opened their 800-square-foot fast food joint
in the South Loop, they wanted a name and
decor that reflected their love of spectator
sports. The Bezanes brothers christened
their cramped eatery Standing Room Only,
serving up sandwiches to a mixed community
of traders , neighborhood professionals,
students and professors from the schools
nearby and local gym rats seeking
sustenance after a workout.
Almost immediately, the brothers began filling
the available wall space with sports memorabilia collected over the years: jerseys, autographed
photos, and newspaper clippings from local
athletes and agents. In 1994, Chicago Stadium
was demolished and scraps of local sports
memorabilia went up for auction .
"Dino and I went to the auction, and they
were taking bids on pieces of the stadium,"
says Tom. "So we took home a 15-foot-long
section of the dasher, the wall surrounding
a hockey rink that separates the fans from
the athletes." It wasn 't just any chunk-it
was the section behind the home bench ,
and it's on display at SRO.
The restaurant expanded into its current
1 ,500-square-foot space in 1998. The menu
has also grown over the years to appeal to
vegetarians and health-conscious diners,
adding more wholesome selections like the
SRO turkey burger. The memorabilia collection
has predictably expanded, too. Will SRO need
more space before long? "Yes. No," says
Bezanes. "Check with me in 2006."

Trader Vic's
17 East Monroe Street, 312.917.7317
On a blustery November day in Chicago, one
of the city's warmest sights is an old restaurant
advertisement painted on the north side of
a building at 300 South Wabash. The Pago
Pago sign {best glimpsed from the Loop el
train) shows a tiki god gazing beautifically
upon bamboo-style text touting Cantonese
cuisine and Polynesian atmosphere.
Back in the heyday of tiki culture in the
Midwest, downtown Chicago hopped with
grass-thatched, rum-soaked cantinas. There
was Kon Tiki Port, three Pago Pago restaurants,
and the kahuna of them all , Trader Vic's in the
Palmer House Hilton, open since 1957.
While Kon Tiki is little more than a memory,
and the Pago Pagos have all become nondescript Chinese restaurants, Trader Vic 's still
lures crowds with sugary, ass-kicking drinks
and free Pu-Pu appetizers after work on
Thursday and Friday nights. For much of the
1990s, the bar was fraying at the edges, but
after a dinner menu overhaul and a new coat
of bamboo, Vic's got its groove back when it

reopened in February 2002. Unfortunately,
the makeover turned the bar into a polished,
pristine space, replacing a charmingly tatty
time warp. There's still a seven-foot tall
smug-looking tiki idol at the outside door,
and an impressive peaked thatched ceiling
in the Boat Bar, but the cocktail menu is all
that remains of good old tiki exoticism,
covered with cartoons of bare-chested native
maidens cavorting on barrels of rum.
Happily, Vic 's festive party libations are enough
to keep the spirit alive. Few other bars in the
city boast Scorpion Bowls, a massive rum
cocktail for four, Navy Grog (another rum
cocktail), or the original Mai Tai (rum again).
Each cocktail comes in its own signature
glass with attendant froufrou , but don 't get
the wrong idea-Victor Bergeron took his
rum very seriously, and so should you. Just
read the letter from Vic on the back of the
menu-a screed in praise of rum and its role
in Western imperialism , including shout-outs
to the famous mixologists of the era.
Even though throbbing global techno has
replaced warbl ing ukelele on the speakers,
you can still hear the persistent whine of
the blender beneath it all , and you know that
someone still has Vic 's priorities straight. g
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"Do not emulate the mass media.
Challenge yourself to be different."
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"The hardest part of the filmmaking
process is waiting for the film to come
back from the lab. I get very anxious waiting to see the result."
"When I have trouble with creating new film
ideas I do other artistic activities instead
of forcing a film idea to come to mind.
I make pinhole photos , watercolor, draw
people on the el platform or cook a 10course meal."

"Looking at other artists' work
inspires me, such as, painting, photography and short
films in museums , galleries
and film festivals ."
" I'm intrigued by films that represent the
internal world of human emotions blending with mythologies such as My Neighbor
Totaro by Hayao Miyazaki, Secret of Roan
lnish by John Sayles and Days of Being
Wild by Wong Ka r Wai "

"Think short, simple and
effective. An effective
short film that moves your
audiences will present you
with more festival screening
and funding opportunity in
the future."
"Music is important for me when I write
and shoot my films. I love jazz and
techno . Cooking is another device for
me to be inspired; I make elaborate
mealsperiodically."
" I love to feed people I like. The process of
food preparation is meditative for me. I do a
lot of film idea processing during cooking."

"I do not have a favorite
filmmaker. I like the collective
good films made by new,
existing and deceased artists."
"I love Japanese anime. I go to the
anime conventions. I buy and trade
my anime collections with other anime
addicts. Good anime makes me happy." g
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to our aLumni:
producers Bob Teitel ('90) and George Tillman, Jr. ('91) and their smash hit

Barbershop
A State Street Pictures and Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer film.
Congrats on your box office success!
You ' re #1 in our hearts.

And another Big Shoulders hurrah to our
Emmy Award Winner Cece DeStefano ('94)
Outstanding Art Direction, single-camera series

"Truth Be Told" (Alias-pilot) ABC/Touchstone Television

Go Cece!

Columbia College Chicago is the largest performing, visual and media arts college in the country with a Film and Video Department serving more than 2,000 students. Columbia sponsors
the acclaimed "Semester in LA" program, hosted by the CBS Studio Center. It is the only college program conducted on a working studio lot. For more information: www.colum.edu

WE'VE ALL HAD ENOUGH OF DR. PHIL. ANN LANDERS
IS DEAD. THE CHICAGO SUN-TIME'S JEFFREY ZASLOW
GOT CANNED AFTER THE CITY HAD ONE TOO MANY
"ZAZZ BASHES." SO WHY NOT DIRECT YOUR QUESTIONS
ABOUT LIFE, LOVE AND THE PURSUIT OF HIGHER
EDUCATION TO COLUMBIA'S VERY UNOFFICIAL MASCOT,
THE MICROPHONE THAT CALLS IT LIKE IT IS-MIKE.

mike
HAVE A QUESTION FOR MIKE?

e-mail him
askmike@gravity.colum.edu
PH OTO BY SARAH FAU ST

HOT FOR TEACHER

SPORTS JONES

MIKE,
WHAT'S THE POLICY ON STUDENTS DATING
TEACHERS?
I'M IN LOVE WITH AN INSTRUCTOR!
SINCERELY.
FORLORN IN THE FICTION DEPARTMENT

MIKE,
WHY ARE THERE NO SPORTS TEAMS AT
COLUMBIA COLLEGE?
THANKS,
JIM B. (SCHOOL OF CONTINUING EDUCATION)

Dear Forlorn,
While the Columbia College student handbook
says dating a teacher is a big no no, this is
a free country, you are an adult and you are
attending a school founded upon radical,
liberal ideals. I say go for it! Take your prof
for some cheap eats at Harold's Chicken
Shack. Talk up the syllabus. Show unbridaled
enthusiam for the class. Before you know it,
you might be getting a gold star right where
the sun don't shine. And you know what?
You won't be the first at Columbia College to
score with a teacher. While the editor in chief
of this fine publication has forbidden me from
naming names, believe you me, more than a
few teachers and students at the school have
gone so far as to even tie the knot! Good luck
and keep us posted.
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Dear Jim,
Great question! Occasionally I like to wager
on the ponies or an NCAA basketball game,
but all that stuff is fixed anyway so why
bother? But I digress .... ! brought your
question to Mr. Mark Kelly, the school's vice
president for Student Affairs. Kelly said that
there were several reasons why you're not
going to a homecoming game this autumn.
1. "Columbia looks to build school spirit by
celebrating who we are, an arts and media
teaching and learning community, rather than
using sports culture as our public persona."
2. "Competitive school sports costs money
and lots of it. With precious few dollars,
Columbia would rather spend its budget
for personnel or facilities and equipment
that directly support our mission, i.e. new
faulty, a screening room, editing equipment, etc."

3. "Chicago State and Northeastern recently
tried to enter the big league sports culture
only to find that they fielded dismal teams
which were very expensive and didn't
build school spirit."
4. "Columbia must do a better job of providing
students with outlets for intramural sports
and recreation. We started intramural basketball and volleyball last year and will expand
our offerings this year. We will also be better
promoting the availability of the Roosevelt
University gym, and Mark Brticevich [Columbia's
Fitness Director] will be planning a number of
additional activities and programs such as
aerobics." So there you have it! g

Their view.

r VIeW.
1111 South State Street
Sales Center now open:
1140 South Wabash
Open Weekdays 11AM- 6PM,
Weekends 11AM - SPM
or by appointment

GRAND OPENING

ONE, TWO AND THREE BEDROOMS
PRICED FROM $209,800.

www.StatePiaceChicago.com

312-957-1177

e : : l e d by a garden, embraced by the city.
You'd be surprised what other condos call features. But at State Place, you get features that make your home much more than
just living space-and you also get extensive private terraces of trees and flowers, elevated four stories above the street.
Each of State Place's four buildings has its own architectural character, and they're all set above a full block of shops, parking
and great amenities. Come discover what Chicago's motto, "City in a Garden", really means. Visit State Place today.
Exclusive marketing agent: Frankel & Giles. Developed by State Street Associates. LLC. , a joint venture between Mesirow Stein Real Estate, Inc. , Northern Realty Group, Ltd., and Near North Properties, Inc.
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